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FOREWORD

When the U.S. Office of Education was
chartered in 1867, one charge to its commissioners
was to determine the nation's progress in educa-
tion: The National Assessment of Education;:'.
Progress ',NAEP) was initiated a century later to
address; in a systematic wayi that charge.

Since 1969, the National Assessment has gath-
ered information about levels of 'educational
achievement across the country and reported its
findings to the nation. It has surveyed the attain-
ments of 9-year-olds, 13-year-olds, 17-year-olds

,and sometimes adults in art, career and occupa-
tional develoPment, citizenship, literature, math-../
ematics, music, reading, science, social studies
and writing. All areas have been periodically
reassessed in order to detect any important
changes. To date, National Assessment has inter-
viewed and tested more than 900,000 young
Americans.

Learnhig-area assessments evolve ! from a
corsejsus process. Each assessment is the product
of slveral years of work by a great many edu-
cators, scholars and lay persons from all over the
nation. Initially, these people design objectives for
each subject area, proposing general goals they
feel Americans should be achieving in the course

of their education. After careful reviews; these.
- objectives are given to; exercise (item) writers,

whose task it is to create measurement instruments
appropriate to the objectives.

When the exercises have passed extensive
reviews by subject - mater specialists,
measurement experts and lay persons, they are
administered to probability. samples. The people
who compose these samples are chosen in such a
way that the results of their assessment can be
generalized to an entice national population.-That

-is, on the basis of the performance of about 2,500
9-year-olds on a given exercise, we can make
generalizations about the probable performance
of all 9-year-olds in the nation.

After assessment data have been collected,
scored and analyzed, the National Assessment
publishes reports and disseminates the results as
widely as possible._ Not all exercises are released
for publication: Because NAEP will readminister
some of the same exercises in the future to
determine whether the performance level of
Americans has increased, remained stable or
decreac, it is essential that they noCbe released
in order toxtreserVe the integrity of the study.
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CHAPTER 1

HIGHLIGETS OF THE RESULTS

Changes in the writing of 9-year-olds were
assessed_ with four writing exercises, and a fifth
exercise provides further baseline information.
One expressive exercise used to measure change
across three assessments was evaluated holistical-
ly, and another was evaluated for both cohesion
and rhetorical effectiveness (primary trait evalua-
tion). Both were exhaustively analyzed in terms of
syntax and mechanics. The remaining tasksone

expressive essay, one persuasive letter and one
routine business letterwere judged for rhetorical
effectiveness. Exhibit 1-1 displays: national per-
centages of good papers for- all of the writing
tasks. Details of the assessments, of holistic,
primary trait and cohesioii scoring, and of syntax
and mechanics analysis appear in Chapter 2 and in
the appendixes. Further results-appear in Chapters
.3 and 4, and Chapter 5 presents an interpretive
discussion of the results.

Some major finding's:

Holistic evaluation did not reveal significant.,
. changes in the average writing performance of

9-year-olds between, 1970 and '1979. However,
a 60/o increase in papers rated 3 and 4 indicates
that there may have been 'some improvement
in quality.

Rhetorical skill (measured, by primary, trait
evaulation) on a narrative 'task ("Fireflies")
declined between 1970 and 1979. In 1970,
170/e-of the studentt wrote competent papers,
but in 1979, the figure dropped to 10%.

Rhetorical skill on an expressive essay
("Goldfish")-assessed in 1974 and 1979 re-
mained stable. About two-fifths of
olds wrote a marginal paper including some
detail, while about 13% wrote paper's 5 howing
skill in elaboration.

Rhetorical skill on a persusasive writing task
("Puppy Letter") remained the same between
1974 and 1979. r'roportions of students who
included some appeals remained at somewhat
less than half, while about 160/o in both assess-
ments wrote letters containing good appeals.

Rhetorical skill .on a routine business letter
suggested that 9-year-olds have less difficulty
with straightforward tasks. In 1979, about

'; half wrote a successful letter to order a cal-
endar through the mail.

One measure of, coherence showed little
change between 1970 an.-1 .1979, with about
22% of the students writing.cohesive papers in
both assessments. A different measure ,on,
another task showed the percentage of co-
herent paragraphs increasing from 570/o to
72%.

Females wrote_ significantly more successful
papers in each assessment, and their ad-
vantage appears to be remaining, fairly
constant across time.

Althotigh .blacks improved their relative
standing on the "Fireflies" narrative exercise,
almost equaling the performance of the na-
tion by 1979, they performed significantly
-below the nation on the other. exercises.

On the same "Fireflies" narrative, exercise,
the disadvantaged-urban group gained in rela-

, tive . standing while the advantaged-urban
group lost, with the result that by 1979 neither
group performed significantly. different from
the nation. However, on the rest of the tasks, -
the disadvantaged-urban group 'remained at a
level below the nation, while the advantaged-
urban group remained above the nation.
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There are indications that the embedding and
subordination skills of 9-year-olds may have
improved from 1970 to 1979.

Proportions in mechanical errors in the
papers seem to have changed little between
1970 and 1979.

Writers seem to be divided into two camps: a-
majority who display a general grasp of

written conventions and a minority who
display massive problems with written lan-
guage.

About half to two-thirds of the 9-year-olds
appear to have positive attitudes about them
selves as writers. However,'about a fifth to a
quarter of them appear to harbor negative or
defeatist attitudes.

1



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

A. Overview

This report is based upon three national assess-
ments of writing, the first in 1969-70, the second
in 1973-74 and the third in 1978-79. Some writing
tasks were included in all three assessments, per-
mitting analysis of changes in student writing at
three points during the 1969-79 decade. Other
writing tasks were included in the last two
assessments, permitting analysis-of changes during
the list half of the seventies:

The' results reported in this voitime are not
based upon the writing of the same 9-year-olds
over the nine-year peilod. Rather, they are based
upon three different assessments.,-Nine-year-olds
attending school were first assessed in the winter
of 1970.cFour years later, another national sample
of 9-year-olds was assessed, and 'five years after
that yet another sample was assessed. Since each
sample represented the national population of 9-
year-aldsi- the assessments can reveal whether the
writing skills of that age group are changing and in_
what respects. The assessment was not administer-
ed to intact classrooms; rather, it was given to a
randomly selected group 'of 9-year-olds who may
or may not be receiving the same instruction in
writing.

B. Populations Assessed

The target population for each of the three
assessments consisted of 9-year-olds attending
public or private schools. Details of the sampling
design and procedures are explained in. NAEP
Report 10-W-40, Procedural Handbook: 1978-79
Writing Assessment (1930), and numerous other
AssesSment reports and monographs. Here it
should be sufficient to say that each assessment
employed a stratified, multistage probability
sample design. About 2,400-2,600 responses were
collected' for any given writing task. Some- of the
figures given in this report are based on an
analysis of all 2,400-2,600 responses to a
particular exercise; and some are based upon
national subsamples of 384-596 papersa number
sufficiently large to permit generalizations about
an, entire age group, but not large enough to
permit statements about special subpopulationc
such is rural youngsters. To obtain the repre-
sentative subsamples of descriptive and narrative
papers, scientific -probability subsamples .were
,drawn from the total National Assessment
samples. Small 'percentages (1%-10%) of these
subsamples were nonrateable papers that were
exclUded from ftirther analysis. The sample 'sizes
'used for analyses in this volume appear in Table 2-
1, below, and in parentheses (e.g., n =384) on
each table in the text.

16



TABLE 2.1. Sample Sizes for Results Presented
in This Volume

%

Essay Analysis
No. in Sample

1970 1974 1979

"Kangaroo" Holistic scoring 384 409 494
(narration) Paragraph coherence 384 409 494

Syntax and mechanics 384 409 494

"Fireflies" Primary trait scoring 2,466 2,573 2,553
(narration) Cohesion 2,466 2,573 2,553

Syntax and mechanics 556 584 596

"Goldfish"_
(expression)

Primary trait scoring 2,611 2,475

"Puppy Letter"
(persuasion)

Primary trait scoring 2,643 2,494

"Poster Primary trait scoring 2,492"
Calendar"
(explanation-
business letter)

Attitude
questions

2;531

Whenever analysis is based upon full samples of :
2400-2,600, we can report results for a num er.of.
population groups defined by sex, race, region of
the country, parental education, type of commun-

.. s'

ity and grade in school. These are defined in Table
2-2. The national subsampies of "F'ireflies"
permit repOrting for only sex and race; the sub-
sample of "Kangaroo," only

fi



TABLE 2.2. Definitions of Subgroups

Sex Results are presented for males and females.

Race Results are presented for black students and white stuc Data for Hispanic students are not re-
ported because sample sizes for individual items are too small.

Region Results are presented for the Northeastern, Southeastern, Central and Western regions shown on
the following map.

- .

Parental Results are presented for three levels of parental education: (,) those whose parents did not gradu-
education ate.from high school, (2) those who have at least one parent who graduatc.1 from high school and

(3) those who have at least on
).
e parent who has harlsome post high school education.

.
,i.t

.

Type of Three extreme community types of special interest are defined by an occupational profile of the
community area set wed by a school, as well as by the size of the community in which the school is located.

Advantaged urban (high metro). Students in this group attend schools in or around cities having a
population greater than 200,000 and where a high proportion of the residents are in professional
or managerial employment.

Grade in
school

Disadvantaged urban (low metro): Students in this group attend schools in or around cities having
a population tomer than 200,000-and where a relatively high proportion of the residents are on
welfare or not tegularly employed.

Rural. Students in this group attend schools in areas with a population under 10,000 and where
many of the residents are farmers or farm workers.

.

This is the only reporting category that excludes a large number of respondents. About two-thirds
do nett fall into the clalsifications listed above. Results for the remaining two;thirds are not report-
ed, sincelheir.performance is similar to that of the nation.

Results are presented for 9-year-olds in grades 3 (25%) and 4(72%).

In repOiiiiig- group- datai--the- following abbre-i F = Females
viations have been used on tables and graphs: 11- T -= Blacks

.. W "= Whites
N = Nation' SE = Southeast
M = Malei NE = Northeast

7



C = Central
W = West
NGH = Parents did not graduate from high

school
GHS = At least one parent graduated from

high school
PHS .= At least one parent with post high

school edtication
AU = Advantaged urban (high metro)
DU = Disadvantaged urban (low metro)
R = Rural
3 = 3rd grade
4 = 4th grade

C. The Writing Exercises, Scoring
Approaches and Descriptive Analyses

Details of NAEP exercise development pro-
cedures appear in NAEP Report 10-W-40,
Procedural Handbook: 1978-79 Writing Assess
ment (1980). Complete documentation of all exer-
cises ieleased after the third assessment of writing,
including scoring. guides and sample, responses, is
contained in ,The Third Aisessment of Writing...
1978-79 Writing Released Exercise :Set (1980).

The writing exercises 'Were creetici by experi-
enced writing educators. Then they were field
tested, refined and reviewed carefully before being
used.. Each assessment contained exercises as-
sessing several kinds of discourse on the grounds
that students may be proficient in some kinds of
writing but not in others. Thug, we have gathered
information about expressive Writing, descriptive

-P-; or explanatory writing and perivasive writing.
Although some of the same skills are involved in
each kind of writing, there' are' challenges and
strategies unique -to each, as the results amply
illustrate. Although- an assessment that:includes.
man kinds of writing:: may be somewhat ;
conftisig, it 'is preferable to an assessment that
relies upon. a single kind of Writing.

Several tYpes of storing and analysis went into
the creation of the data in this repOrt: Each is
briefly descrlbed.below'and illustrated in the text

:and . appendixes., Readers desiring - more
information about these procedures shOUld
consult.the handbook and exercise set cited above;
as well as,Mullis(1_980), Mullis and Mellon (1980),
and BrOWW(1979), which also ,cite additional ref-

erences. For each procedure, raters scored a
random mixture of papers collected from the dif-
ferent assessments. Each kind of scoring was done
by a different group of scorers.

Holistic Scoring

When readers holistically sc't4e,,,papers, they do
not focus upon particular aspects of paper such
as mechanics or ideas or organizatio Itather,
they concentrate upon forming an overall impres-
sion of each paper relative to the other papers they
have read. Their primary task is to rank order the
papers from best to worst, not to identify errors or
to specify writing problems.

'Results for the holistic scoring reported in this
volume involved several steps. First, the table
leadersall of whom were experienced holistic
readerssurveyed the .pc:,1. of papers &Om all,
three assessments and c..;tccted examples of papers
representing four levels of quality. Then, they
developed guidelines describing each level of
quality and how ta distinguish between top-half
and bottom-half papers. 'The scoring session
began with some discussion'of the characteristics.
of the' anchor' papers and guidelines, and then
included several practice. scorings of other papers
to refine the scoring scale description and iron out
discrepancies among readers. When all 'readers
were comfortable with . the guidelines (see
Appendix A), 'they scored papers : for an hour,
after which they discu,ssed more anchor papers.
Throughout the subsequent scoring;' there were
periodic discussions of papers to insure that
readers continued to hold to the same standards..

.
.

Reliability of scoring was checked by having a
random 10% of the papers read by pairs of
readers who were matched to detect potential dis-

st-crepancies. The readers agreed on 68% of the
papers.

Papers from all three,. assessments were
holistically scored at the same scoring session to
make sure that all were evaulated by the same
standards. ...

The Primary Trait. Scoring
System (p.m)

The primary trait approach to'essay evaluation



involves isolating an important' writing skill,
developing -a task to meastiie it and articulating
four levels of proficiency. When a reader is rating
papers for PTS, he or she is rating each paper
againsl criteria spelled out in the scoring guide
instead of rating each paper in terms of the entire
pool of papers. Thus, whereas, a holistic scoring
tends to distribute a pool of papers over a "bell
shaped curve," a PTS scoring will only distribute
papers according to their relationship to the scor-
ing criteria. If none of the papers' meet the criteria
for the highest rating, then so be it; the object is to
describe the papers, not rank order theni.

Holistic scoring enables one to determine if
a group of papers written at one time is better than
a group written at another time,,, but it does not
provide much specific information about how the
two groups differ. Primary trait scoring provides
specific information about particuiar rhetorical
aspects ..of papers, but does not- provide
information about overall quality. Thus,- it is use-.

-----fuLto do both kinds of evaulation whenever
poSsible.

Training for PTS scoring involves thorough dis,.
cession of the writing assignment, scoring guide
and sample papers. If the 'assignment has been
constructed to elicit ...evidence of proficiency- hi a
particular wilting skill, it Should explicitly estab-
lish the writing situation, specifying the- purpose
of the communication, the audience and What
must be accomplished. The instructions should
unambiguously tell the writer what is required,
and the-scoring guide should unambiguously de-
fine four levels of proficiency in the primary skill
being, assessed. Generally, level "1" -indicates no
evidence of the skill; level "2,0" marginal evidenCe;
level '3," solid performance; and level "4," very
good performance. Scoyers discuss each level and\ ;-

study. papers exemplifying each until everyone
feels /comfortable with the system. Then scoring
comniences, with periodic discussion of trouble-
some papers.. All papers were rated independently
by two scorers, with disagreements being redon-
tiled by a third scorer. Agreement between the
first two scorers ranged from 91% to 97010 for the
set of papers included in this report.

Some- iiTS exercises require readers to look for
secondary aspects of the papers as well. For

instance, the primary focus of the "Poster Cal-
endar" exercise' is upon ability to formulate a_
request clearly enough to order something through
the mail. However, scorers also categorized such
secondary matters as whether or not the letters
contained appropriate greetings.

Scoring guides for all PTS exercises appear in
Appendix A.

Cohesion

The term cohesion refers in general to the many
ways words and ideas are linked together in
writing to create a sense of wholeness and co-
herence. The cohesion scoring (see guide,
Appendik A) required readers to sort papers into
groups representing four degrees of cohesiveness.
Papers,in the lowest group (level I) display no or
few connections between sentences and are loosely
structured. Papers in the next group (level 2)
display attempts to tie ideas,together here or there
but do not show any unifying structure. Cohesive
papers (level 3) display gathering and ordering of
detaili and ideas, and fully coherent-papers ('level
4) display a number of strategies and devices that
bind the narrative into a unified whole.

Readers discussed the scoring criteria, sample
papers, and cohesive ties and strategie( before
undertaking the scoring. Scoring Rroceded very
much like the scoring for ,PTS, with periodic
checks for consistency and reliability. Also, a
with the PTS evaluations, each papen,was rated by
at least two readers. The percent of agreement was
93% to 94% for each' of thetbIze sets of papers.

:Syntax and Mechanics

In addition to being rated for quality, the
"Fireflies" and "Kangaroo" papers .were. also
analyzed in terms of their syntactic and
"mechanical" features. Syntait refers to the ways
in which words are put together to form phrases,
clauses, and sentences. Mechanics refers to the
ways in which writers handle biiic conventions of
writing such `as 4ainctuation, spelling or word
choice. A syntactiC analysis involves breaking up
each paper into its "T-units" (a Ttunit is a main .

clause with all its. attendant, modifying words,
phrases and dependent clauses) and examining the



ways in which writers ,embed inforniation in T-
units and join T-unit's; together. A mechanics
analysis involves classifying the kinds of errors
writers make in sentence use, punctuation,

. spelling, and so forth.

Both kinds of analysis were done by experienced
English teachers thoroughly trained in grammar,
usage and linguistics. After the papers had been
coded by two to four scorers for sentence types, T-
units, embedding, modification, conjoining,.
mechanics errors and the like, the coded essays
were keypunched and the results tabulated to
produce the results presented in this report.

Outlines listing the syntactic features analyzed
in this ,report appear in Appendix B. More
complete information is also available in Mullis
and Mellon (1980).

D.-The Analysis and Data Presentation

National Assessment reports the performance
of groups'of students,- not individuali. Fdr pri-
mary trait-and cohesion.ratings, the basic measure
of achievement reported, is the percentage of
papers at each score level or a combination of the
hest score levels. Increases or decreases in the per-
centage of good responses between assessments
are used to indicate trends in achievement for an
agc level or'a subpopulation of interest.

Tables presenting primary trait results offer per-
centages for score points , 2,'3 and 4, as well as
for 2,!.3 and .4 combined, 3 and 4 combined, and 0.
(nonrateable). The 0 category includes people who
did not respond to,the_exercise, wrote on in alto-
gether different topic or wrote so illegibly their
papers could not be -,scored. Holistic scoring
Ibrmation is presented in terms of percentages of
papers at each score point and average (mean) per-
formance each assessmenit*ar.

For the descriptive information about syntax
'and mechanics'; data are presented to illustrate the

tinge of performance as well as the average per-
ance. Syntax and Mechanics tables present

'mean medians, quaitilei and the ,top -deciles.
The mean, of course, is an a-verage across all the
papers. Quarti present a more accurate picture -

the entire distri ution by providing the value of

the papers at the 25th percentile (Q1), at the center
point (median) and at the 75th percentile (Q3).
The top decile (90th percentile) is-the value above
which 10% of the papers fell. Quartiles and deciles
are unrelated to quality judgments; they simply
give the values at various points of the distribution
of whatever is being countedadverbial modifica-
tions, number of misspellings, or whatever. These

tables, then, should help the reader to see the
range of the paperssomething that averages tend
to obscure.

Because. the numbers and percentages presented
in this report are based upon samples, they are.
necessarily estimates, not definitive figures. They
are, of course, our best estimates;- but they are
subject to the qualification that a certain amount
of measurement and nonmeasuremenf error
creeps into even the 7-lest estimates. ThuS, for
example,' the figure 20% is really 20% plus or
minus a certain (usually small) margin of error.

National Assessment computes standard errors
that estimate the sampling error and other random
error associated with the assessment of .a specific
item. NAEP hai adhered to a standard. convention
whereby differenees between statistics are des-
ignated as statistically significant at the .05 level of-
signifiCanee. That is, differences are highlighted .

only if they are at Teak twice as large as their
standard errors.. Differenees this large would
occur by chance in levier than 5% of all possible
-replications of the sampling,. data collection and
scoring procedures for any particular age grouP or
reporting group. If a national figure was 20% and
if the Standard error of the female percentage,was
.5 points, 22% would be noted as "significantly"
(in, the statistical sense) different' froM 20%,
because it' is more than twice the standard error
away from 20°70": But if the percentage for females
was 20.5%, it would not be at least twice the
standard error -away from 20, so it would not be
termed a statistically significant difference.

-Group.. differences and change differences are
asterisked in this report if they are statistically
significant: in the sense just described. If, in the
appendix tables,, a group difference from the
national percentage is asterisked, it represents a
statistically significant difference at the .05 level:'
If it is not asterisked, we are less confident that the



two numbers. differ. The same applies to any
change percentage: an asterisk indicates statis-
tically significant change, and no asterisk indicates
that there ?nay not be a difference between the
figures. It is important, however, to distinguish
statistical significance from educational signifi-

-- cance. A difference of 3 or 4 points between group
and' national performance might- be
significant but too small to merit serious educa-

tional concern. One can also imagine a situation in
which many changes are negative but no one of

. them is statistically significant; it could be that the
overall pattern of negative changes has education-
al signifiCance. Readers must decide for them-
selves how important particular changes or dif-
ferences are in the real world, for statistical

--conventions can aid, but not replace, good judg-
ment.

t



CHAPTER 3

THE WRITING CF9-YEAR-OLDS

A. How Good Are the Papers?

Most 9-year-olds are in the fourth grade. They
have had some instruction in writing, but not a
great deal, and they have many years of de-
velopment ahead of them before they reach ma-
turity as writers. Nevertheless, they can write,
often enthusiastically, about any number of topics
appropriate for their age.

The assessment of 9-year-olds inchided three
expressive tasks, one persuasive task and a short
business letter:One of the expressive essays, re-
quiring% narrative was scored holistically, and the
rest of the tasks were scored for rhetoriscaleffect-
iveness Using primary trait guides.

1. Holistic Judgment of an Expressive
Narrative Exercise, 1970, 1974, 1979

The children were shown a picture of a
kangaroo jumping over a fence and were asked to
write' a story about what might be happetiinF in .

the picture (see Appendix A for the actual writing
task). Stories written in 1970, 1974 and 1979 were
randomly mixed together and scored holistically
along lines des.cribed =in Chapter 2, Holistic

scoring involves training a group of scorers to read
large numbers of essays and rank order them from -
worst to best in terms of overall quality. The
scorers had general guidelines (see Appendix A)
and Papers exemplifying four_ levels of quality..
They practiced on sample papers until they were
scoring consistently. Then, they read each paper,
formed a general impression of it's overall qpality
relative to the other papers they read and gave it a
rating of 1, 2, 3 or 4.

The National Assessment did'aot conduct three
separate holistic scorings in order to gather the
change data described in this chapter. Rather,
papers written in all three. years Were randomly-
ordered into a single pool and scored in a single
session. The scorers did not know in which year
any particular paper was written, so they nec-
essarily applied the same criteria to all papers..,
After the scoring; the ratings were examined to
determine whether papers written in differ-
ent years were perceived, as ,,a group, to be worse
or better than the others. Table. 3-1 displays the
percentages of 1970,1,1974 and 1979 papers at each
score point.. F-Nbit 3.1 displays changes' in the
mean holistic score over the years.

4'

1.

Year

TABLE 3.1. Percentages of Narrative Papers at,Each
Holistic Score Point;Age 9, 1970, 1974, 1979

1

1970 (n = 384)
1974 (n = 409)
1979 (n = 494)
Change

1970-74 -2.5
,1974-79 0.7
1970-79 -1.8 -4,2 3.8

2 - 3

12.5% 45.1% 32.6%
10,0 452 '32.0
10.7 40.9 36.4

0.1 -0.6
-4.3 . 4.4

tPercentages may not total due, to rounding error.

Holistic Score .
, 4 3A 4 Mean

9.9% 42.5% 2.42.
12..7 44.7 2.51
11.9 48.3 2'.54

2.8 2.2 0.08
-0.8 . 3.6 0.04
2.0 5.8 0.12

.13
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The data do not show dramatic changes from
year to year, but they provide some evidence that
the 1979 papers may be somewhat better than
those written in earlier assessments. A slow, but
steady, improvement appears to have taken place,
as papers have moved out Of score points 1 and 2
into score points 3 and 4. The percentage of
papers in score points 3 and 4 increased from 42%
in 1970, to 45% in 1974, to 48% in 1979. In
addition, the mean holistic score of the 1979
papers was .12 higher than the mean of the 1970
papers. This change is not statistically significant,
but it is a_steady, positive change. The evidence
suggests that the quality of 9-year-olds' narratives
has certainly not decreased and may well haiie im-
proved slightly between 1970 and 1979.

2:Judgments of Rhetorical Skill ..

.Rhetorical skills come into play whenever one is
concerned with the effectiveness of something
written. .Did the writer consider his or her

`audience's needs? Is The tone of the writing likely,
to help or prevent the writer from achieving the
purpose behind the writing 'task? The. National
AsSessmerit objectives for writing (Writing Ob-
jectiyes, Second Assessment, 1972) suggest that
even 94ear-olds must learn elementary rhetorical
skills so they can begin to write for different
audiences under different circuinitahces.
Accordingly, responses to four writing tasks were
judged for rhetorical effectiveness.

The rating criteria used specify four levels of
quality from inadequate to very good. Inadequate
papers do little or nothing to address ihe specified
task; whereas adequate papers reflect control of
the skills the exercise demands. More detail on this
approach, Called' the primari trait system (PTS),
appears in Chapter 2 and in Mullis (1980).
Primary trait scoring differs from holistic in'thai it
limits liidgments to clearly ,specified rhetorical
eonsiderations and ignores other feattires of a
"P'aPer, such, as mechanics.

Nine-year:olds were asked to write a narrative,
a fantasy, a letter persuading a landlord .to let .

them keep a puppy' and a letter ordering a poster
calendar through the mail, Of course, it would
take far more than four yriting samples' to obtain
a comPrehentive view of how well 9-year-olds can
Write under 1ifferent circumstances' and for dif-

ferent audiemes. Nevertheless, the following
results can contribute to our knowledge about
some aspects of their strengths and weaknesses.

a. Expressive Writing

Expressive writing is writing done primarily for
fun and self-expression, rather than some .other
purpose, such as explanation or persuasion. This
by no means diminishes its importance, for the
skills involved in expressive discourse are central
to all kinds of communication.

In fact, particularly for younger students, many
teachers capitalite ou_the-enthusiasm_generated by

writing tasks and develop students'
writing skills by lioviding frequent expressive
opportunities.

One expressive writing task given in all three
assessments was to write a story about picture of
a girl collecting lightning bugs or firefiles Nine -
year -olds, were asked to look at the ,pictUre and
think' about what the girl was doing and what she
might dr; ne,t4, The specific task' was to. "Write a
story that tells what the picture is about =in
other words, to invent a iarrative that explained
the situation in the picture. The papers were -
evaluated according to the scoring guide detailed
in Appendix A. Briefly the four" levels of quality
were defined by the following criteria:

1 = Some explanation, but no narrative inven-
tion. These responses tend to provide some
minimal information or explanation about
the picture by simplYand briefly answering
the questions.

2 Moderate to ample explanation, but little
or no narrative invention. These respons-
es provide moderate to ample details ex-

,
plaining or describing the picture, but those
defails are not set in a story framework.,

3 = Imaginfttive.explanation, by means of nar-
' ratives invention. These papers invent

tails about what is happening and cast them
into a narrative frainewiirk. They use sev-
eral storytellingzdevices such as 'naming
characters setting scene, temporal or cas-
ual linkin, dialogue, and so on; How-
ever, the stories are not sustained.



4 Imaginative explanation, by means of de-
veloped and controlled narrative inVen-
lion. These responses, explain the picture
through a fully controlled and detailed
story. They se* the scenejmmediately, in-
vent moderate to ample details, cast the de-

"' tails into a narrative without lapses and
provide a conclusion to their story.

The `national results, found in Table 3-2, shOW
that this was not an easy task for 9-year-olds. The
tendency was- to "tell" or,explain about the pic-

ture, not to invent a story. In 1970 and 1974, only
about 16% of the 9-year-olds wrote a narrative
judged to be level 3 or 4; in 1979, the proportion
dropped to 10%; If category 2 is inclUded, the
proportion increased -from less than teo-thirds, in
1;970 to a high &Almost three-fourthStn 1974 and
then dropped down'agaiii to two-thirds in 1079.
What looked like a trend toward imProvement!
between the first -two assessments lost strength
between the second two, particularly at- the higher
score pointS.

TABLE 3.2. Percentages of 9YearOfdeat Each
Primary Trait Score Level, "Fireflies" Exellese,

1970, 1974, 1979f

Year 1 Score Point
Non- Some Ample Ade- Develo- Margin-
rate- Expla expla- quate oped al or
able nation,

No Story
nation,

Little/Nu
Story Story Better

Story

1970 (n = Z466)
1974 (n = 2,573)
1979 (n = 2,553)
Change

5.4%,
4.3
3.3

1.2*1970-74
' 1974-79

1970-79
,d -1,0

-2.0*

1 2

31.7% o>. 46.1%
21.8 58.4
29.3 57.3

-9.9* 12.4'-
7.5* -1.1
-2.4 112"

*Steetically,significant at the .05 level...
Tercentagee may not total due to rcji.ncir.

4 2,3&4

14.8% :1.9% 52.8%
14.0 1.4 73.9
9.4 0:6 61.3

0.8 -0.5 11.1*
-4.7* -0.8* -6.6*
-5.4* -1.3* e.5

;$7
Exhibit 3 -2 displays group resulti- for students .

receiving scopes of 3 and '4, and Exhibit 17,3 dis-
Plays group results. for students receiving scores of
2, 2 3 and 4 Table C-1. in Appendix .0 presents the
differences -aetween ,group perforinance and that
of the nation. Girls still appear to write more good
essays than boys, with the difference in their per-
formance remaining about 64% in each assess
ment formpers rated 3 and 4 and increasing from
13% to 19% for:paperS tate1 2, land 4.

Black youngsters, as a group, Made. steady pro=
gress relative, to the nation by writing aliOnt the
same proportion of _papers rated 3 and 4 while the
nation declined. Thus', blacki! difference was
12 points below , the national level in 1970, but
shrank 19 a nonsignificant 3 points beloW in 1979.

Compe-
tent or
Bettor

16.8%
15.5
10:0

-1.3
-5.5*
-8.8*

Likewi.e for their percentages of papers rated 2, 3.
or 4: in 1970, the group was 26, points belt.. A' the
nation', butby 1979 it was only 6 Points below.

A similar phenomenon .,Occurred. with the
community groups,..--While the disadVantaged-
urban gioup stayed at about-the same pereentage
of 3 and 4 papers in each assessment (perhaps
because. it 'conid go-- no lower),--the advantaged-
urban group-de:lined-from assessment to assets=
meat. Their percentage of 3. 4 papers Wasti260/o:
in 1970, 21% in 1974 and just tinder,15% in 1979. --
Thus, the difference between ;each of these two
groups and the nation appeared shrink6eoriSid-
erably, with the result that in 1979 neithergrOup
was performing at a level significantly ,:1ifferent
from that of the nation. When 2 ;,3 and 4 papers ,
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EXHIBIT 3-2. Group Changes in Percentages of "Fireflies" Papers Rated 3 and 4,
Primary Trait, Age 6,-1970 to 1974 and 1974 to 1979

Region. Sex

NE

NE 21.6%
W 17.9
C 14.8

SE 11.6
N 16.8

1974

18.7
9.1

15.5

N
SE
NE

Race _60%

w
N

1979 170 1974 1979 1970 1974 1979

8.3% F 20.1% 18.6% 14.2% W 19.3% 17.4% 10.7%
11.3 M 13.5 12.1 6.0 .B 5.2 6.0 7.2
11.1 N 16.8 15.5, 10.0 N 16.8 15.5 10.0
9.5

10.0

-50

- 4 5

- 40

--35

-30,

- 25



EXHIBIT 3 -2 (Continued). Group Changes in Percentages of "Fireflies" Papers Rated 3 and 4,
Primary Trait, Aga 9, 1970 to 1974 and 1974 to 1979

60 Parental Education

55'

50

45

40

35

.30

:,25

0

15

10

PHS

GHS
N

NCH, r

Grade Type of Community°, 6C

PHS
GHS

Nr,N

NGH

1970 197,4 1571

PHS 23.5% 21.6% 11.4%
GHS 17.4 16.9 11.5
NGH 11.5 11.3 7.2
N 16.8 15.5 10.0

3
3

DU
DU

5
1970 1974 1979 1970 1974 1979

4 20.3% 17.8% 11.4% AU 26.0% 21.2% 14.5%
3 5:1 6.2 6.2 R 8.5 23.2 10.6
N 16.8 15.5 10.0 DU 4.5 4.1 5.9

N 16.8 15.5. 10.0

These population groups represent 'about one-thi.i'd.:i the sample.

5!

5(

.45

'3f

.16

2r

15

0
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30

75

70

55_

55

so_

45

NE

C

N

N

SE

EXI-111311 3 -3. Group Changes in Percentages of "Fireflies" Papers Rated 2, 3 and 4,
Primary Trait, Age 9,.1970 to-1974 and 1974 to 1979

Region

3

NE
W
C

SE
N

1970

69.5%
60.3
64.5

54.0
62.8

1974

77.5%
71.6

-, 75.1
'-,

69.9
73.5

1

1979

69.6%
63.2
71.1

65.9
67.3

F

.,Sex

N

Race

B

1970 1974 1979 1970 1974

F 69.3% 82.3% 76.9% W 68.8% 77.3%
M 55.6 64.8 58.1 B 36.9 56.1
N 62.8 73.9 67.3 N 62.8, 73.9

29

N

-901

- 85

-80

-.-70

- 65

-.401

--55

- 35.

.

1979
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EXHIBIT 3-3 (Continued). Group Changes in Percentages of "Fireflies" Papers Rated 2, 3 and 4,
Primary Trait, Age 9, 1970 to 1974 and 1974 to 1979

Parental Education Grade Type of Community

ts`s
/ -_

0 PHS i ...
GHS

_GHS ,',' s

N
i

D.
N '1

NGH

1970-

HS- 68.9%
GHS ,68.4
NGH 56.1

N 62.8

'hese population

NGH

901

1974 1979

79.1% 74.0%.
77.3 69.9
68.5 . 51.7
73.9 '67.3

groups represent about

4

3

N

one-third of

1970 1974

71.6% 78.1%
35.4 57.5
62.8 73.9

the sample.

1979

.73.0%
53.0
67.3

AU
R

DU
N

1970

78.2%
51.8
32.1
62.8

1974

81.7%
72.4
49.0
73.9

1579

73.2%
72.2,
57.0
67.3



are considered, the disadvantaged-urban group
improved substantially with each assessment,
from 32% in 1970, 'to 49% in 1974, to 57% in
1979. In contrast, the advantaged -urban kroup did
not perform appreciably different from assess-
menttoassessment Theruralgroupalso
improved it's relative standing by not declining
like the nation for papers rated 3 and 4. When
marginal papers are also included, this group
improved 16 percentage points from 1970 to 1979.

The Southeast also improved its relative
standing-to- about-that-o f-the-n aticm- on-paper s
rated 3 and 4 by staying at about the smite per-
formance level while the nation 6m:lined and
improving considerably on papers rated 2, 3 and 4
while the nation did not. Conversely, by declining
twice as much as the nation for papers rated 3 and
4, the Northeas lost its relative advantage. Al-
though the Nort st appeared to have improved
between the first tw assessments for papers rated
2, 3 and 4, in the third assessment it dropped back
again, to about the national level.

Another expressive task asked 9-year-olds to
imagine what it would be like to be something
besides a personfor example, a goldfish,
airplane or tree. More specifically, the task was
this:

Sometimes'it is fun to think about what it
would be like to be something besides a
person. What would it be like to be a
goldfish? Or an airplane? Or a horse? Or
a tree? Or any other thing?

Think about what you would like to be.
Write the name of the thifigin the box be-
low. Then write about what it is like to be
that thing. -

Competent ,writers would choose some other
form of existence and elaborate upon it with ap-
propriate details. Consequently, the lowest-score
papers were those that offered little or no expres-
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sion of what the thing they have chosen to write
about is like and the best,-papers contained con, .
crete details and were organized and unified by
narrative frames. The four levels of performance
are 6riefly described below. (See Appendix A for
complete-exerci se-a nd_scoring-su i de)

1 = Little or no expression of what the thing is
like. These-responses are either very sparse
or the information is too vague to help par-
ticularize the thing the writer wants to be.

2 = Moderate expression of what the thing is
like. These responseS are moderately de-
tailed. Yet their expression of what the
thing is like remains incomplete or frag-
mented.

. 3 = Detailed expression of what the thing is
like. These responses particularize the thing
but lack elaboration and unification of de-
tail.

4 .= Consistent and vivid expression of what the
thing is like. These responses are highly de-
tailed -'(nd are unified by the presence of
some kind of expressive or logical principle.

Table 3-3 shows that this was a difficult task for
the majority of the children. In 1974 and 1979,
13% to 14% of th,e papers received scores of 3-or
4, and 37% to 40% received scores of 2, 3 or 4. A
few more may be able to do a minimal job today
than could do so five years ago, but the increase is
not significant. Probably, since levels 3 and 4
require details that are specific to a particular
thing, these will always be difficult criteria for 9-
year -old children to meet. The tendency at this age
level was to ascribe "human" nonspecific char-
acteristics to whatever was selected. For example,
"I would play all day," "I would eat whatever I_
want," and so on, rather than something along
the lines of "I would chase mice, tease the dog and
sharpen my claws all day."



Year

TABLE 3.3. Percentages of 9-Year-Olds at Each
Primary Trait Score Level, "Goldfish" Exercise, 1374, 19791.

Non- Little'
rate- About
able Thing

Score Point
Some Elab-
Details orated

Thing

Unified Margin- Compe-
Detailed al or tent or
Thing Better 'Better

. ,1 2 y 3 4 2,384 3 & 4

1974 (n = 2,611) 4.6% 58.5% 23.5% 11.8% 36.9% 13.4%
1979 (n = 2,475) 3.1 56.8 26.4 12.5 1.2 40.1 13.7
Change

1974-79 -1.5 -1.7 2.9 0.7 0.3

tPercentages may not total due to roundlog error.

Exhibit 3-4 displays group patterns for 3 and 4
Papers, and Exhibit 3-5 displays group results for
papers receiving scores of 2, 3 and 4. Table C-3 in
Appendix C presents the difference between the
performance of each group and that of the nation.
When only the top two scores are considered; little
seems to have happened that is statistically sig-
nificant except that the Western group appears to
be performing closer to the national level and the
rural group appears to have moved 'about -7%
below the nation. Also., students whose parents
did not graduate from high school Improved to
about the national levkl and those with at least one
parent with post high school education lost their

cf
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relative advantage. Blacks may have fallen slightly
farther below the nation, from 6 to 8 percentage
points.

When scores 2, 3 and .4 are combined, the
advantaged-urban group remained above national
levels of performance by perhaps improving more
than the nation, while the black students remained
below the national level of performance, perhaps
loiing ground. In addition, the West dropped to 7

. points berczT; the nation in 1979, while the Central
region improved 11 points, KpOints more than the
nation.



EXHIBIT 3-4. Group,Changes in Percentiges,of "Goldfish" Papers Rated 3 and 4,
Primary,Trait, Age 9, 1974 to 1979

Region

SE
NE ,C

NE 14.0%
W 10.1
C 14.3

SE 14.7
N 13.4

NE
C
N,SE

W

ri

M

Sex Race .

t m

1979 1974 1979

15.5% F 1t.tl 18.1%
11.8 M 9.9 9.8
14.3 N 13.4 13.7
13.4
13.7

W

N 4-

B

4W
-i-N

"4.0

.10

1074

W 14.7%
B 7.9
N 13.4

1\-

1979

15.1%
5.2
13.7
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EXHIBIT 3-4 (Continued). Group Changes in Percentages of "Goldfish" Papers Rated 3 and 4,
Primary Trait, Age 9, '1974 tp 1979

Parental Education

PHS GHS
PHS

GHS
N

NGH

NGH

Grade Type of Community'

4

3 3

1974 1979

16.8% 16.03 4
14.3 17.4 3
'9.5 %

,-, 11.9 N
4, ..,13;--ti

'
13.7

1

,:.These population groups represent about one-third.of

Al'

AU

6C

50

-45

40

-30

DU

1974 1979

15.9%
5.3
13.4

the sample.

1974 1979

16.6%
..

AU 19-.8% 27.7%
5.7 R 12.7 6.6

13.7 DU 3.0 4.2
N 13.4 13.7



EXHIBIT 3-5. Group Changes in Percentages of "Goldfish" Papers Rated 2, 3 and 4,
Primary Trait, Age 9, 1974 to 1979

410% Region

6

60

55 .

O

= 50

:30

; 25

F

N

M

Sex Race

'65

1979 1974 1979 1974

41.4% F 42.0% 44.2% W 39.5%
33.4 M 31.8 36.5 B 23.4
48.3 N 36.8 40.1 N 36.9.
36.7
40.1
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65

60

EXHIBIT 3-5 (Continued). Grciup Changes in. Percentages of'"Goldfish" Papers Rated 2, 3 and 4,,
Primary Trait, Age 9, 1974 to 1979

. Parental Education

NGH
NGH.

1974

PHS 41.2% \\'.47.4%
GAS 38.3. 3.2
NGH 31.3 341

N 36.9 40.1\

.
. . \

C/ese populationgr%ps represent about one -third of the sample.

1979

N

3

Grade, Type of Community°

4

1974 1979

4 41.7% 44.4%
3 21.2 28.5
N 36.9 40.1

\

DU

AU

N

DU

1974 1979

AU 47.0% 55:01s,
R 35.2 34,1
DU 24.3 22.1
N 36.9 40.1



h. Persuasive Writing

Expressive writing provides training in sa mul-
titude of skills and strategies- for elaborating,
being precise-and making concrete what one wants
to say. These skills are useful in all the e.ler
modes of discourse as well. Persuasive writing
calls for additional _ skills in argument, logic and
presentation.

For a perStiasive writing task, 9-year-olds were
asked to imagine they were moving into a new
apartment where dogs were banned and had to.
write the landlord a letter asking that they be
allowed to keep their puppy. The task requires a
letter that describes the situation and presents
argUments that might change the landlord's
mindeither reasonable arguments or appeals to
the landlord's feelings. Accordingly, the PTS
scoring (detailed in Appendix A) defined the fol-
lowing four levels of quality:

1 = Letters lacking appeals/reasons. These
letters either contain no appeals or only
name inappropriate or vague reasons. They

Year

may be confusing as to their request, threat-
ening or make a request but offer no rea-
sons.

2 = Letters, with limited appeals/reasons. Let:-
ters in this category vary, but all ere in some
'sense AnderdeveloPei. Some offer only

appeals, others supply reasons but
fail ted state the request, and still others be-.
come belligerent.

3 = Letters substantiated with appropriate
appeals/reatons. Generally, these letters in-
clude a request abstantiatee Kith rtrnx-
imately three concrete appeal,.

4 = Letters devele, ed and substantiated with
appropriate appeals/reasons. These let-
ters are organized such that they operate
a unified piece of persuasion. They tend to
have openings, closings and numerous ap-
propriate appeals.

-1 able 3-4 displays: the percentage of papers
falling in each category for the two assessments.

TABLE 3.4. Percentages of 9YearOlds at Each
Primary Trait Score Level, "Puppy Letter"

Exercise, 1974, 1979-1

Non- No
rate- Appeals
able:

Score Point
Some Good Unified

Appeals Appeals Letter

0 1 2 3 4

1974 (n = 2,6431 9.3% 31.0% 44.2% 12.9% 2.60/-
1979 (n = 2,494 6.3 32.1 . 46.1 13.4 2.2
Change

1974-79 . -3.0*. 1.0 1.9 0.4. -0.3 .

Statistically significant at the .05 level.
tPercernages may not total due to rounding error.

The data indicate that this, too, was a difficult
task for_9-year-olds, only a sixth of whom scored 3
or 4.-That proportion has not changed from 1974
to 1979. If level 2 letters are inclu4ed, about 60%
of the children..can at least mica ;rally perform the
task, and that `percentage, too, has.: remained
stable since 1974.

Margin- Campo-
-al or tent or
Better Better
2,384, .3114

59.7% 15.5%
61.7 15.6

Exhibits 3-6 and 3-7 display group patterns for
this exercise for 3 and 4 as well as 2, 3 and 4 level
papers. Table C-4 in Appendix C presents the dif-
ferences between group performance and, that of
the nation. If one examines only the changes for
letters scored 3 and 4, one sees a; widening of the
boy-girl gap, from 6 to,9 percentage points; a pre-
cipitous decline for the not-graduated4rom-high-



EXHIBIT 3-6. Group Changes in Percentages of "Puppy Letter" Paper Rated 3 and 4,
Primary Trait, Age 9; 1974 to 1979

Region

NE.

NE,

W N

C SE, C

N

Scic Race

1974 1979 1974

21.5% 19.3% F 18.74
14.8 16.7 --M 12.2
12.9 13.4 N 15.5
11.9 13.4
15.5 15.6

4 W
N

B

50

40

35

30

2

20

1-979

20.2%
11.2
15.6

W-
B
N

1974

17.2%'
6.1

15.5

1979

17:4%
7.4

15.6

9
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EXI-IrBIT 3-6 (Continued). Group Changes in Percentages of "Puppy Letter" Papers
Rated 3 and 4, Primary Trait, Age 9, 1974 to 1979.

Parental Education

15 GHS1,6-
NGH

10

PHS

N
GHS

NGH
0

1974 1979

PHS 21.2% 22.2%
GHS 15.4 14.4
NGH 13.9 5.8

N 15.5 15.6

.Grade Type of tomMunity°

4 , I 4.

N

3

3..

AU

AU

N 4.N

R

Nk,

DU
DU

1974' 1979 1974 1979

4 18.4%
3 6.8
N 15.5

population groups represent aboutone-third of the sample.

18.4%
8.5

15.6

AU 22.3%
R 12.1
DU 7.7
N 15.5

24.7%
8.1
'7.0
15.6
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EXHIBIT 3-7. Group Changes inPercentages of "Puppy Letter" Papers Rated 2, 3 and 4,
Primary Trait, Age 9, '1974 to`1979

Race

1974 1979 1974

NW A 041
57.1

194,10
62.6

V
M

04,5%
53.7

C 59.6 63.0 N 59.7
SE 51.8 55.0
N 59.7 61.7

1979 1974

69%5% 54.1% .

54.2 39.9
61.7 59.7

197.9

65.9%
40.6
61.7 .
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EXHIBIT 3-7 (Continued). Group Changes in Percentages of "Puppy Letter" Papers

Rated 2, 3 and 4, Primary Trait, Age 9, 1504:to-1979

Grade Type of CommunityParental Education

PHS

GHS

----- N

PHS
GHS'
NCR

N

NGH

4

-

AU
AU

N

N-------

DU

R

1974 1979 . 1974. 1979. 1974 1979

- 71,2% 69.1% 4 65.7% 68.4% AU 77.0% 78.6%
61.1 64.9 3 42.1 R 49.0 49.0
50.1 42.5 N 59.7, 61.7 AM 37.4 42.5
59.7 61.7 ° N 59.7 '61.7

These population groups represent about one -third of the sample.

41

90%

85

80

65

60

55.

50

40

35



school group (from -2 to -10 below the nation);
and a decline for the rural youngsters (-3 to -8)-
The same trends generally hold when score point 2
letters are included. In contrast to the "Fireflies"
narrative task, but similar to the "Goldfish"
expressive task:: disadvantaged-urban students
showed little change relative to the nation, re-
maining about 9 points below the nation fDr letters
rated 3 and 4 and about 19 points below the nation
for letters rated 2, 3 and 4.

c. Explanatory Writing

Sometimes it is necessary to write letters to
straighten out a situation or order something
through the mail in a business context. In addition
to their other tasks, 9-year-olds were asked to
order a poster calendar through the mail. Al-
though this exercise was only given in 1979 and no
results, about changes in performance are avail-
abler -the -1979 results-indicate that 9-year-olds
have considerably less difficulty with more
straightforward tasks.

The assignment presented students with an ad-
vertisement for a free poster calendar and asked

them to request that calendar, naming which of
several choices they wanted. (See Appendix A for
complete exercise and scoring guide.) The writers
needed toirommunicate the information necessary

, to insure receipt of a calendar. Level 1 papers left
out spine crucial information like any reference to
the calitidar or only gave an incomplete name and
address; level 2 papers included this information,
but faileri to state a choice; and level 3 papers
included a name and address and requested a
particular calendar. There was no score point 4,
on the grounds that for 9-year-olds, a successful
letter was sufficient.

Tables 3-5 and 3-6 -give the national results for
the "Poster Calendar" exercise. Results for
groups are found in Appendix C. About half the
9-year-olds were able to include all the pertinent t
information in their letters. When each piece of
information is looked at separately about three=
fourths included a greeting and their _name, and
four-fifths made a request and stated their choice.
The weakest spot seemed to be the writer's
address: only about three-fifths of the letters
included one.

TABLE-3.5:-Percentages ofB-Year-Olds at Each Primary Trait
Score Level, "Poster Calendar" Exercise, 1979

Score Point
Plo

Choice

Year

1979 (n = 2,492)

Non-
rate-
able

0

Incom
plete

1 2

8.3% 39.3% 3.4%

Success-
ful

3

48.9%

Margin-
al or

Better
2 & 3

52.3%

TABLE 3.6. Percentages of 9YearOlde ProViding
Various Kinds of Information in

"Poster Calendar" Exercise, 1979

7,3.8?/.1;L:
Name of sender 74.6

, Address of sender 58.3
Make a request 87.1
State choice 80.2

Table C-5 in Appendix C presents'group results.
The percentage of papers rated 3 was '57% for.
girls, 58% for the post-high-School group and
66% for the advantaged -urban group. In contrast,

the percentage for boys was 41%, 200/o for black
youngsters, 25% for the not-graduated-from-
high-school group and 27% for those living in dis:,
advantaged-urban areas.



B. What Are,the Characteristics of
the Papers? Descriptions of

Cohesion, Syntax and Mechanics

In addition to being judged for overall (holistic)
and rhetorical (PTS) quality, some of the papers
written by 9-year-olds were further categorized to
enable as detailed a description as possible of the
kind of writiri--,;National Assessment collects.
Some of the cohesion, syntax and mechanics char-
acteristics described in the following sections un-
doubtedly relate to the quality of the papers; some
do not. All of them help us to better understand
the nature of the papers written by the 9-year-olds,
the complex interrelationships among various
writing skills and the stability over time of certain
features of the papers.

1. Cohesion

Cohesive ties are the devices- writers use-to-link
ideas and give their narratives coherence. There
are many kinds of cohesive ties and strategie.
Some primary kindslexical cohesion, conjunc-
tion, reference, substitution and ellipsisare
trated in ApPendix A. In addition to using these
devices, a writer can try to achieve coherence by
using rhythm,repetition,_story_frames,_retrospec-
tive summing up and, other such strategies to bind

-parts of the narrative and guide the reader.
Scorers were trained to recognize all these

.11 approaches, and then asked to categorize the
"Fireflies" papersthe same ones scored for
primary trait using the following scoring guide:

Cohesion Scoring Guide Categories

1 = Little or no evidence of cohesion: basically

clauses and sentences are not connected be-
yond pairings.

2 = Attempts at cohesion: evidence of gather-
ing details but little or no evidence that
these details are meaningfully ordered. In
other words, very, little would seem lost if
the details were rearranged.

3 = Cohesion: details are both gathered and or-:
dered. Cohesion does not necessarily lead
to coherence, to the successful binding of
parts so that the sense of the whole dis-
course is greater than the sense of its parts.
In pieces of writing that are cohesive rather
than coherent, there are large sections of
details that cohere but these sections stand
apart as sections.

4 = Coherence: while there may be a sense of
sections within the piece of writing, the
sheer number midvariety of cohesion strat-
egies bind the details and sections into a
wholeness. This sense of wholeness can be
achieved by a saturation of syntactic repe-
tition throughout the piece and/or by clo-
sure that retrospectively orders the entire
piece and/or by general statements that or-
ganize-the-whole-piece.

e. Table 3-7- displays-the;-percentage-of-papers in
each cohesion category on the "Fireflies" exercise
for 1970, 1974 and 1979. Results for 2, 3 and 4
combined are-not presented becausilevel 2 papers
are-not really cohesive. As the bottom line in the
table iadicates,- there was little difference between o
the results for 1970 and these for 1979. The pro-
portion of cohesive papers (3 and 4) went from
22% to 26% and down again to 22%.



TABLE 3-7. Percentages of 9-Year-Olds at Each
Cohesion Score Level, "Fireflies" Exercise, 1970, 1974, 1979 t

Year
Non-
rate-
able

Inade-
quate

Score Point
Attempts Cohesion

at
Cohesion

Cohesion
and

Coherence

Cohesion
or

Better
0 1 2 3 4 3 & 4

1970 (n = 2,466)-- 5.4% 29.1% 43.1% 20.3% 2.0 % . 22.3%
1974 (n = 2,573) 4.3 24.8 45.4 23.8 1.7 25.5
1979 (n = 2,553) 3.3 28.8 46.0 20.9 1.0 21.9
Change

1970-74 -1.2* -4.3* 2.3 3.4 0.3 3.1
1974-79 -1.0 4.0* 0.6 -2.9 -0.7 -3.6
1970-79 -2.0* -0.3 2.9 0.5 -1.0* -0.5

'Statistically significant at the .05 level.
tPercentages may not total dtie to rounding error.

The cohesion results parallel the trend for the
PTS ratings for marginal or better papers noted in
Table 3-2. Although substantially fewer papers
(22-26% compared with 63-7401o) were judged co-
hesive, both ratings indicated an improvement
between the first two assessments with a decline in
the third back toward the original percentage's.

Exhibit 3-8 displays group patterns and Table
C-2 in Appendix C presents specific differences
for groups. Several interesting points emerge from
these data. First, the percentage of black
youngsters receiving scores of 3 or 4 rose steadily
from assessment to assessment, with the result
that the-blacks gainecl: ground, halving their rela-.
tiye di ference from the national level.

Second, the disadvantaged-urban group also
improved from assessment to assessment, cutting
its difference from more than 16 points below the
nation to 7 points below.

Third, the Southeastern group improved while
the nation stayed the same, so its relative position
changed from 7 points to only 2 points below the.
nation. Thtislortheast declined 5%, losing its rel-
ative advrntage.

Fourth,. rural students improved dramatically

(21%) from the first assessment to they second.
Although they declined in the third assessment,
they still showed a 14% improvement for the
nine years, which changed their relative standing
from 13 points below the nation in 1970 to 2
points above it in 1979.

Fifth, the difference between the percentages
for boys and girls increased from 6 to .8 points so
that in 1979, girls -performed significantly above
the nation and boys significantly below.

To gain additional information about changes
in, coherence, the "Kangaroo" papers' ,were
subjected ts a different and Jess refined, but re-
lated analysh. Using a procedure developed for
previoUs assessments, readers categorized para-
graphs as coherenr and incoherent. Table 3-8 dis-
plays the results Of this process for all papers, as
well as for poor papers (rated 1 and 2 on the hol-
istic scald) and good papers (rated 3, or 4). The
table reveals several things. First, in all three as
sessments there was a significant difference
between good and poor papers in-terms of their
proportions of coherent-paragraphs. Althougn
this difference increased somewhat in 1974, by
1979 it had decreased back to the original 36%
evidenced in 1970.
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EXHIBIT 3-8. Group Changes in Percentages of "Fireflies" Papers Rated 3 and 4,
Cohesion, Age 9, 1970 to 1974 and 1974 to 1979

Region Sex Race
60'

55

50

NE

-40

r-30.

B

1976 1974 1979 1970 , 19f4 1979.° 1970 1974 1979

29.4% 30.9% 23.6% F 25.3% 28.7% 25.9% W 25.6% 28.6% 23.3%
23.4 24.3 21.1 M 19.5 , 21.9 18.0 B 8.0 10.4 14.7
19.9 26.5 23.1 N 22.3- 25.5 21.9 N 22.3 25.5 21.9
15.0 18.2 19.6
22.3 25.5 21.9
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EXHIBIT 3-8 (Continued). Group Changes in Percentages of "Fireflies" Papers Rated 3 and 4,
Cohesion, Age 9, 1970 to 1974 and 1974 to 1979

Parental Education Grade Type of 'Community#

PHS
GHS
Ni.;!

N

1970 1974 1979

28.2% '' 29.2% 26.0%
26-.0 26.9 23.7
15.0 623.0, 13.0
22.3 25.5 21.9

-
.

,

These population groups represent-about one-third of the sample.

4

3

N

60±

55

1970 1974 1979 , - 1970 1974 1979

26.5% 28.7%1 .25.5% AU 30.1% 33.3% 29.7%
9.0 13.4' .12.0 R .9.7 30.8 23.9 .

22.3 25.5 21.9 DU 5.8 9.0 14.9
. N.2.2.3 25.5. 21.9

1.



TABLE 3.8. Average Percentages of Coherent
Paragraphs, Good and Poor "Kangaroo" Papers,

Age 9, 1970, 1974,1979t

1970 1974 1979 Change Change Change
(n=384) (n = 409) (n = 494) 1970.74 1974.79 1970.79

Nation 56.9% 42.5% 71.9% 14.4% 29.5% 15.0%
Poor (1 & 2) 40.8 20.5 53.9 20.3 33A 13.1

!Good'(3 & 4) 77.4 69.3 . 89.6 8.1 20.3 12.2

'Statistically significant at the .05 level.
fPercentages may not total due to rounding error.

Second, in contrast to the: "Fireflies" exercise
where few changes occurred in the percentage of
coherent papers, with the "Kangaroo" papers
there was a significant decline in the percentage of
coherent paragraphs (particularly for poor papers)
between 1970 and 1974. This was followed by a
dramatic improvement in 1979. In 1979, almost
three-fourths of the paragraphs were judged to be
coherent. Although both good and poor papers
improVed, the poor papers improved the most,
more than canceling out the earlier declines. From
.1970 to 1979, the overall improvements were-uni-
form for good and poor writers.

-2. Syntax

Both the "Fireflies" and "Kangaroo" papers
were examined to see. if 'there were any changes
over-the-nine-years-in-the-numbers:and -types-of
Sentences in the papers.

Table 3-9 .displays some characteristics,
including length and proportions of sentence
types, of the "Fireflies" and "Kangaroo" papers.
Several :points stand out.. First, --not much has
changed over the decade. The papers were roughly
the same length, although the "Fireflies"
narratives grew one sentence shorter .While the
"Kangaroo" papers became one sentence longer.
Average word length, four letters, was, identical
urboth sets of papers in the different years. Also,

both employed roughly the same proportions of
simple (46-50%), compound (5-11%) and complex
(28-21%) sentences. The "Kangaroo" papers did
contain more sentences with phrases. The re-
mainder of the sentences' in both papers (about 20-
22 %) were run-on sentences and fragments.
These, along with other errors such as awkward-

ness, spelling and word-choice, are discussed
shortly under mechanics.

Second, averages can be deceptive. Notice, for
example, that in the 1979 "Fireflies" papers the
average percent of complex sentences was 21%,
but half the papers had none at all!

And, third, the papers were very shorthalf the
"Fireflies" papers consisted of only three or fewer
sentences. Still, the figures discussed here cannot
tell us much about quality. They are useful
primariiy for describing the great range and
variety in the papers and the relative stability of
such distributions and proportions across time for
particular writing tasks.

Table 3-10. displays occurrences of various kinds
of-embedding-and-modification_in_thellFireflies"
papers,Table 3-10 uses terms that are perhaps less
familiar to general readers. Most ,research on
syntax, or sentence forms is done in. terms of the
"T-unit," instead of the sentence, in order to
examine the amount and kind of modification and.
embellishment writers use. Subordination skills
the processes by which writers embed information
in their sentenceshave been shown to develop in
writers as they mature, enabling older and better
writers to convey more information more ef-
ficiently. Syntax analysts use' the T-unitan in-

--dependent clause-and-all its modifying words,
phrases and clausesbecause it enables them to
focus upon embedding more precisely than the
sentence. This approach takes into account subor-
dination and coordinatiOn between words, phrases
and subordinate clauses. It doe, not take into
account coordination between main clausesthe
tendency to string T-units together 'rather tlib



sentences/essay
/:words /essay

:;Avg. IP words/sentence
''Avg. IP letters/word
4 minor sentences
3 simple sentences
"t compound sentences
3 complex sentences
.% simple sentences with

phrases
4 complex sentences with

phrases

Number of respondents

i4.-sentences/essay

wordS/essay
f4vg. # words/sentence
;,Avg.,./ letters/word

3*nbr sentences
simple sentences

`:% compound sentences
:bmplex sentences
3r-simple sentences with

phrases
camplix'sentences with
phrases

Number of respondents
I-

:,:'1Statistical4 significant at the .05 level. h,
::110igures, for means and percentiles have been rounded to the nearest whole number.

TABLE 3 -9. Means and Percentiles for Characteristics of Two
Narrative Papers, Age. 9, 1970, 1974, 1979t

Mean Q1
1970

Median

.

Q3 90th
1974

Mean Q1 Median Q3 90th _

"Fireflies"

Mean Ql

1979
Median Q3 90th

Mean
Change
1970-79

5 2 3 6 8 5 2 4 6 10 4 2 3 6 9 -0.3
47 21 35 58 85 56 29 47 72 100 50 23 42 75 112 3.6
13 8 10 14 22 16 8 12 18- 29 15 8 11 18 31 2.7*
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0.0

0 0 0 0 0 0 ':,,,00 00 0 0 0 0. 0 -0.1

55 33 57 86 100 48 25 50 75 100 50 17 50 78 100 -5.6*-

6 0 0 ' 0 25 9 0 0 0 27 11 0 0 0 33 4.2*
20 0 0 33 50 20, 0 0 33 50 21 0 0 33 57 0.7.

.

13 0 0 20. 43 12 0 0 18 43 13 0 0 20 46 -0.2

7 0 0 0 19 5 C 0 0 25 8 0 0 0 25 0.9

556. 584 596

"Kangaroo"
.

.

. 4 2 ., 3 5 8 5 2 4 6 9 5 2 4 6 9 0.8*,
45 25 37 60 83 54 31 46 71 96 56 30 47 74 98 10.8*
14 8 11 15 '24 15 8 11 16 27 15 8 11 17 25

4 4 4 . 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 -0.0
0 0 0 0 . 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

46 15 50 -71 100 43 17 44 67 86 46 17 50 67 100 -0.3
6 0 0 0 20 6 0 -0 0 25 5 0 0 0 24 -1.4

26 0 20 42 67. 27 0 20 43 67 28 0 20 50 67. 1.6

36 0 33 50 75 29 0 29_ 50 67. 33 0 33. 50 67 -3.1

21 0 0 33 50 21 0 14 33 60 23 0 -1.3 33 67 2.1

', 384 409 494



TABLE 3-10. Means and Percentiles for Number of T-Units and
T-Unit Constituents, narrative 7apers, Age 9, 1970, 1974, 1979t

W- units /essay
Avg. # words/I-unit
Avg M subordinations (embed-

ding)/Y-unit
Avg. # subordinate clauses/
=:;T -unit .

4:4ords/clause
(_AVg:/'nominalizations./T-unit
*31'. t adjectival (noun) modi-
v,-fiCations/T-unit

Avg. # relative clauses/
T-unit

Avg. # adjectivet/T-unit
# adverbial modifications/

_

Av9.1-0 intra-T-unit coordiba-
Lions /T -unit

=Avg. 0 suboidinations and intra-
-::TrUnit coordinationsiT-unit

Number Of respondents

1970
Mean"4 01' Median Q3. 90th Mean Q1

1974
Median Q3 90th f Mean

1979
Q1 Median Q3 90th change

1970-79

5.5 2.0 4.0 7.0 10.0 6.4 3.0 5.0 8.0 12.0 5.4 2.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 -0.08-9.2 6.9 8.2 10:g 13.3 10.0 7.2 8.8 11.3. 14.5 10.4 7:5 9.1 11.8 15.5 1.17*
1.0 0.5 0.9 . 1.3 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.9 1.3 2.0 1.1 0.5 1.0 1.4. 2.0 0.14 *,
0.2 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.7 . 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.037.0 5.4 6.5 7.9 10.2 7.6 5.6 6.8 8.2 10.3 7.4 5.6 6.7 8.5 11.0 0.40*0.2 '0.0 -.0.1 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.08

0.6 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.1 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.9 1.3 0.7 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.3 0.03

0.1 0.0 0.0. 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 . 0.3 mpt'0.2 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7 -0.01
0.1 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.02

0.3 0.0 0.1 0.4 1.0 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.5 1.0' 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.5 1.0 0.16*

1.2 016 1.0 1.5 ?.3 1.3 0.6 1.0 1.6 2.3 1.4 0.7 1.1 1.8 2.8 0.251!
. _

556 584 596

!,,Statietically.significant at the .05 level.

N'igureV for means and percentiles have been rounded to the nearest tenth.
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embed information. The table tells us that, in
1979, the average narrative paper contained about
five-and one-half T-tinits or separate subject-verb
constructions or statements. This is more than the
number of sentences (4.2), which' indicates that
some of the senten were compound or run-ons
(strings of independent clauses).

The first point to note from, Table 3-10 is that
the average number of words per T-unit, the
average number of words per clause, the average
number of subordinations and intra-T-unit co-
ordinations--all indieators of syntactic
maturityhave increased slightly over the nine
years. The second point is that the average number
of subordinations and intra-T-unit coordinations,
1.4, tells us that in each T-unit there was em-
bedded one or maybe two pieces of information
that were not part of the, basic (kernel) subject-
verb predication. This was primarily done through
subordination (1.1). There are two ways to look at
the subordination: in terms of the units used
(clauses, phrases or words) and in terms of the
way those units function (as nouns, adjectives or
adverbs). The table indicates_that the functions
were primarily adjectival." There were very few
nominalizations (.3) and adverbial modifications
,(.2), compared with adjectival constructions (.7).
The units were some clauses (.3), with the re-
mainder being Phrases (.4) and words (.4).

Although these numbers may_ mean more to
linguists than to the general reader, the important
information in Table 3-10 is highlighted below: .

The average paper is rather perfunctory, link-
ing subjects, verbs and objects without much
modification or elaboration.

There have been some increases in measures
of syntactic ability from '1970 to 1979, in-

. dicating that 9-year-olds are embedding
slightly more information in their sentences
than they used to.

An extensive report on the full syntactic analysis
of these papers will appear at a later date.

3. Mechanics

As this report illustrates, the consultants who
sk

helped develop the national writing assessments
do not believe mechanics and error cow* are the
only or the most iMportant aspects of writing that
should be evaluated. Errors may be indicate s of
unlearned skills, but they may also be indica rs
of growth. By themselves, errors do not tell u
much; in the context of a particular paper, a
particular pattern and a particular student, they
have great diagnostic value. When we gather error
counts from hundreds of papers and organize
them abstractly into tables- such as those in this
chapter, we are using them in a purely descriptive
way.' We are less interested in the counts per se
than in the 'Patterns they suggest and, the changes
they undergo over the years.

Table 3-11 presents mean error counts for two
narrative tasks (the "Kangaroo'.-!-and -"Fireflies" ,

papers discussed earlier). The main point that can
be Observed from these tables is that really very
little has changed frOm 1970 to 1979. However, it
appears that the error counts increased between
the first. and second assessments, then decreased
between the second and third. Looking at each
type of error across the nine years, it appears-that
increased fragments in, the "fireflies" exercise
were countered by decreased run-ons and word-
choice errors. A decline in the percentage of awk-
ward sentences appeared for the "Kangaroo"
papers.

_ A second point is-that one out of-every four or
five sentences was judged awkward. When these
sentences were further -analyzed_for_the_Fire,_. _ _

flies" narrative, 'it appeared that most Of them
were a result of carelessnessleaving a word out,
and so on.

A third point is 'that the errcr counts seemed
quite consistent across tasks, which is to be
expected, considering both exercises required- nar-
ratives. Looking at the 1979 figures, one sees that
in both, the average percentage of fragments is 6-
,70/o , the percentage of run-on sentences is around
14%, the percentage of misspelled words is .9-
11% the ercen a 'raiment
errors is 8-9% and the number of punctilatien
errors is between one and. The punctuation
error was slightly more likely to be a comma error
Om an endmark error, probably of omission.
Both sets of papers 'were relatively free of cap-

t



TABLE 3-11. Average Frequency and Changes in Average Frequency of Errors
in Two Narrative Papers, Age 9, 1970, 1974, 1979t

Seiitence fragments
ki*on sentences..

0!WkWard sentences
41aulty Parallelism
Unclear pronoun reference

FIllogical constructions
RAther dysfunctional constructions
tapitalitation errors
liSspelled.words
fiord- choice errors

Sentences with agreement errors
total punctuation errors
Comma errors .

'-Endmark errors

Number of respondents

*Ward sentences

_____ ___ _
A

Sentence fragments
4in-on sentences

OssOelled words
:apitalization errors

-.
Ord-choice errors

,,

Sentences with agreement errors
total punctuation errors
COmma errors

j.ndmark errors

'Number of respondents.

1970
Avg. #

0.2
0.4
0.9
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.6
0.3

3.7
0.4
0.2
1.8
0.7
0.4

0.3
0.4'

0.7
0.6
3.5

0.4
0.4

0.9
-0.4:

0.4

Avg. %

3.6
14.3
27.1
3.7
1.5
2.3

19 7

--

10.2
1.1

6.0
--

--

16.5

556

6.9.
14.3
24.5
--
8.6
0.9
12.0
--

--

13.9

384

1974
Avg. # Avg. %

1 0.3 4.7
0.5 17.4
1.1 30.0
0.1 3.8
0.1 2.6
0.1 2.6
0.8 21.0
0.7 --

5.0 10.5
0.5 1.G
0.3 7.1
2.7 --
0.9 --

0.5 15.9

584

./

0.3 5.9
0.5 18.5
0.8 , 19.7
0.8 --

4.2 8.6
0.5 lA
0:5 13.7
1.3 --
0:4 .__

0.6 15.8

409

Avg. -#

0.3
0.4
0.8
0.1

0.0
0.0
0.7

0.5
4.3
0.4
0.2
1.9
0.7
0.4

0.4
0.5
0.7
0.7
4.3
0.4
0.4
1.2

0.6
0.4

1979 Change 1970-74
Avg. % Avg. # Avg. %

"Fireflies"

6.1 0.1* 1.1
13.8 0.2* 3.0
27.9 0.2* 2.8
3.7 -0.0 0.1
0.9 0.1* 1.1
0.6 0.0 0.4

22.7 0.2* 1.3
-- 0.4* --

10.8 1.3* 0.3
0.8 0.2* -0.1
8.4 0.1 1.1

'-- 0.9* --
-- 0.3* --

14.1 0.1 -0.6

596

"Kangaroo"

7.0 0.1 -1.0
14.6 0.1* 4.2
18.7 0.1 -4.8
__ 0.2 --

9.0 0.7A. -0.1
0.8 pa 0.2
9.2 0.1 1.7
-- 0.4 --
-- -0.0 --
14.5 0.37, 1.9

494

(

Change 1974-79'
Avg. # Avg. %

0.0 1.4
-0.2* -3.7
-0.3* -2.1

-0.0 -0.1

-0,1* -1.7*
-0.1* -2.0*
-0.1 1 1.7
-0.2 --

-0.7* 0.3

-0.2* -0.2
-0.1 1.3
-0.7* --

-0.2 --

-0.1 -1.9

b

0.0 , 1.0

-0.0 -3.9
-0.1 -1.0
-0.1 --

0.1 0.4
-0.1 -0.2
-0.1 -4.5*
-0.1 --

0.2
-G.2 -1.3

Change 1970771
Avg. # Avg. 1

0.1* 2.5,

.0.0 -01.6

-0.1 0.7
-0.0 -0.0
-0.0 -0.6
-0.1* -1.6'

0.1 2.9
0.2* --

0.6 0.6
-0.0 -0.3'

0.0 2.4
0.2 --
0.0

-0.0 -2:5

.0.1,

0. 0.3
-0.0 .-5.8

--,(

g.1* 0.4
-0;0 -0:1,
-0.0 -2.8'
0.3* .---'

0.1 '....,-

0.1 0:6'

!Sta 'pada/1y significant at the .05 level.
Tigur 8 may not .total due to rounding error.



italization errors and word-choice errors. How-
ever, the "Fireflies" papers contained a greater
percentage of awkward constructions-28% com-
pared with 19% for the "Kangaroo" papers.

Since the numbers in Table 3-11 are averages
and no single paper could be expected to contain
those exact features, Table 3-12 offers another
view of errors by presenting the values of their dis-
trifiutions at the first quartile (25% made this
many or fewer errors and 75% made this many
errors or more), the median (half made this many
or fewer errors and half made this many errors or
more), the third quartile (75% made this many or
fewer errors and 25% made this many errors or
more) and the 90th percentile (the most error-
prone 10% of the students made at least this many
errors). Notice that with the exception of three or
four misspelled words and an awkWard construc-
tion (probably due to carelessness), 50% of the
studenta-wrote largely error-free papers. However,
it appears that about 25% 'of the students did
commit some errors in almost every category, and
10% displayed severe writing problems. Writing
skillslat least in terms of nror-counts do not
seer' to distribute themselves smoothly over a
"bell shaped" curve. Rather, they are distributed
in heavily skewed shapes that suggeSt two very dif-
ferent populations of people. One of those pop-
ulationsthe majorityappears to have a
general, though imperfect, grasp of written
language. The other population_appears_to_be_vir,
tually lost.

Tables D-1 and D-2 in Appendix Ddisplay error
counts fOr good and pool.' writeri(deflhed by hol:
istic, primary trait and cohesion ratings). Poor
writers created many more fragMents, awkward
sentences, mikspelled words and agreement errors

: than did good writers. Except fragments, poor
writejedo not seem to have many more problems
with punctuation than good writers. It does
appear that while poor writers may have the
tenderxy. to end sentences prematurely
(fragments), good writers tend not to end them
soon enough (iun-ons).'Although several specific
features changed for one task or: the other (poor
writers may be making more spelling errors while
good writers are making fewer), error rates have
remained generally stable between 1970 and 1979
for both good and poor writers.

Table D-3 shows error counts for males,
females, blacks and whites. h4ales tended to make
more mechanical errors in Most categories than did
females. Little seems to have changed from 1970
to 1979 concerning this difference. Blacks, too,
made more errors than the rest of the national
population. The differences were largest in the
areas of awkward constructions and agreement
errors, which -may be a sign of bidialectal inter
ference in their writing.

Looking back over the tables containing the
mechanics results; the major point Oley seem to
Make is that the numbers have generally remained
stable through the 1970s., This suggest_ s that
perhaiis a certain percentage of error will allays
remain as a stable feature of writing, and.especial-
ly first-draft writing.

C. Attitudes Toward Writing

In 1979, 9 -year -olds were asked to respond., to a
,series of statements about Themselves as writers.
Table 3-13 displays the statements and the per-
centages of students expressing degrees of agree-

or disagreement. In general, statements re-
`fleeting positive attitudes toward writing received
the assent cif half to two-thirds of the 9-year-olds.
Statements reflecting negative attitudes were
agreed to (strongly or otherwise) `by about -a fifth

-----to_a_fourTh_of_the.:studentsFully_two,thirds_said
they enjoy writing and - write for other reasons
besides school. And a like proportion indicated
they had positive attitudes on at least half the
statements. These results indiCate that at this early
ageThere is'a reservoir of goodwill toward writing
ready. to be tapped.. But they-alio:indicate that
even at age 9 there is a hardcore of 20-2510 who
are fearful about writing, have a sense of-doom
about it and avoid the activity whenever they can
The, evidence in the . other two vOlumes of this
report `suggest that this group of unconfident and
pessimistic writers does not go away at the higher
ages.lf anything, it only hardens and grows some-
what larger. We do not-know whether the 17=year,
olds who express negative attitudes. would 'also
have done so at ages 13 and 9.or whether the pool,:
of unconfident writers changes as some,move out-
and others fall in The best guissAfhat some":
pioniem4 in and out of the hard doreandinany



TABLE 3-12. Means and Percentiles for Errors in Two NarratiNie
Papers, Age 9, 1970,"1974, 19791

ksentence fragments
rrun-on sentences
Lawkward sentences
[...capitalization errors

1...misspelled words

1*rd-choice errors
[Sentences with agreement errors
I total punctuation errors

Nuniber of respondents

Isentence fragments
[-;run-on.sentences

[;:awkward sentences
ropitalization errors
Cedispelled words %

Ovord-cholce errors
Vsentences with agreement errors
Iftotal punctuation errors

Meal Ql
1970

Median

1.

Q3 9(Ith Mean Q1
1974

Median Q3 90th

.:,

"Fireflies"

.Mean

°".:-1,-

Ql

_4 0 0 0 li '''7' 5 0. 0 0 20 6 0
14 \O II 14 '50 17 0 0 25 100 14 0
27 ,0 20 50 100 30 - 0 25 50 100 28 0
0 \O 0 . 0 1 .1 0 0 1 2 1 '0
10 A 7 14 22 . 10 4 8 14 23 11 3
1. 0 0 1 4 : 1 0 0 2 4 1 0

.6 0 0 0 33 7 0 0 0 33 8 0
2 0 1 2 , 4 3 0 1 3 7 2 0

L,. i.

556 584

"Kangaroo

7 & '0 0 33 6 0 0 0 25 7 0
14 0! 0 19 _50 18 0 0 25 100 15 0
24 0' 12 40 100 20. 0 0 33 67 .19 0
1 0 0 1 .2 1 0 0 1 2 1 0
9 3 7 13 19 9 2 6 12 19 9 3

1 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 4 l' 0
12 0 0 ° 14 50 14 0 0 17 50 9 0
1 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 .1 3 ; 0

Jiumber2of respondents 384

tatistically significant at the .05 level.
41gUres for means and percentiles have been rounded to the nearest whole- niortber.

409

r.

1979 .

Median Q3

0
17

2 50
1

1T

90th'

29
52

100
2

21

.Mean

Change'
1970-79

.2.5*,

-0.6

0.7.-

0.2*
0.6
-0.3*,

0 50 2.4-

1 3 6 .0.2
-,

596

0 0 25 0.1
0 25 . 50 0.3
0 33 50 -5.8*

0 1 2 0.1

5, 13 20
0 1 2 -0.1
0 13 33 -2.8
1 2 3 0.3*

.493



.TABLE 3-13. National Percentages of Responses to Attitude
\ Questions. About Writing, Age 9, 1979'v

On this and on the,next page are Statements about writing. There are no right

or wrong answers to these statements. Please indicate how muchyou agree or

disagree' with each-statement by filling in the oval under the appropriate

response, While some of the statements' may seem repetitious, take your.:,ime

and try to be as honest as possible.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree Disagree

I like to write
down my. ideas.

20.4 41.1 t 14.0

61.5

I am no good at
writing.

11.9 15.2/
274,1

15.'7

16.3: 7.9\ /
24.2

, 28.7 - , 27.8\ /--
56.5

. Expressing ideas
. through writing.

seems to be a
waste of time.

11.4. 13.'..6\ /
25.0

16. 3 29.4 213.\ /
57..4

.

enjoy what I
to

n
write.

16.5 28.7\ /
45.2

29: 0

I expect to do
poorly in 9.9 12.'1
composition \ . /
classes before 21.91,
I take them.

20,7

I look forward 26.2 29.8 15.-7 14.2
to writing down \ / \
my.ideas. .5.6.1 27:8..

44
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TABLE 3-13 (Continued). National Percentages of Responses to Attitude
Questions About Writing, Age 9, 1979'.

'Strongly` Strongly
Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree Disagree

I write for other
reasons besides
school. '

32..3, ,,, 36.0
\ /
68.7

12.3 10.1 -'8.4
\ /

t 18.5

H. Whend hand in a
composition, I
know I'm going
to do poorly.

:.-,-,v 10.5
/

, 1 8. 0

26.2 28.5 25.9
I \ /

54.3
_

I. I enjoy writing.
33.8 31.9\ /

65.7

9.6 . 10.5 12.4
\ V

22.9

. I am afraicrof
writing essays'
when I know they

: will be evaluated.

p. 3 14.9
\ /
24.3

37.4 20.1 17:1
/

37.2
a

K. I feePcontident
in nay ability to
clearly express

' my idea in
writing.

24.4' 31.2\ /
55.6

23.2
_

11.7. 8.7
\

20.3

L. I 'avoid writing.,

9.3 10.6
\ /

. 19.'9

- "12.8 24.2 42.6\ /
66.8

'Percentages maynot'add to 100%'&4e_to.nonresponse. Also, percentages:for
strongly agree:and agree or disagree and strongly disagree may not add to
total agreement or disagreementchte to rounding.

Pertentage of Respondents Giving a Positive Response
to 12 Attitude Questions

At least 1
At least 2
At least 3
At :least 4
At least 5
At least .6

99 . 6% At least 7 55.2%
98.3 At least 8, 41.6
95.2 At least 9 28.1
89.3 At least 10 16.3
80 . 2 At least 11 7.4
68 . 6 All 12 /1.7

Adapted from a questionnaire; "How I Feel About Writing," deSeloped by
-Richard g. Bosoms and Lynn Quitman Troyka; The City, ,University of Neil

- -York.
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reniaiD in iLtinnuShoiltAneir school careers. If this , _positive attitudes toward writing must begin prior
is true, then it appears that the inculcation of to the third grade.
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CHAPTER 4-

AN OVERVIEW OF THE WRITING OF 9-YEAR-OLDS,
13 -YEAR -OLDS AND 17-YEAR-OLDS ,

remaining at the same level, while persuasive and
descriptive writing skills appear to be -declining. At
age 9, there have been ups and downs in expressive
writing, depending on the task, but persuasive
writing skills appear stable.

Erroi analysis does not reveal many major

This volume presents writing assessment results
for a single age group; parallel results for the other
two age groups appear in the other two volumes of
the report. However, in order to put the results in
this volume into perspective, it is useful to look' at
general results for alrthree ages.

On holistic ratingS, the 17- year -olds do not
show a statistically significant change over the
decade for a descriPtive task. There are some
signs, however, that the average quality of their
writing is somewhat, loWer than it was. The 13-
year -olds display a significant decline -hi- descrip-
tive writing, though it appears that much of it
took place between the first two, assessments and
the quality has stayed about the same since then.
The 9-year-olds do not show a sta;istically
significant' change on a narrative_ tatkAut there
are indications that the, overall quality of their
work has improved with; each assessment. Theie
holistic resukti suggest two things. First, since
changes in overall writing quality are basically
undramatic for any particular age group, realizing
changes in such a complex skill may be a slow
procesi. It may take many` more assessments to

'establish the impact of educational instruction on
writing performance. Second; what one says
about the situation of writing in America depends
upon which level of the educational system one is
interested in. The differing trends in the data
suggest that primary school, junior high school
and high school constitute somewhat separate
targets for policy action in the area of writing.
Generalizations from one age to another appear to
be inappropriate.

The results for writing tasks calling for different
types of rhetorical or communicative approaches
provide further cause for caution in making global
comments about writing. At ages .17 and 13,
expressive writing skills are improving or

47

changes in the commission of certain errors over a
decade's time it any age. Awkwardness seems to
fluctuate a bit from assessment to assessment, as
do punctuation and spelling errors. But the range
of fluctuation seems small and the data suggest
that at each 'age there will always .be errors in
writing of this kind. Even more stable than the
error' proportions are the risults of syntactic
analysis. The embedding rates and various indices
of subordination and coordination remained
identical Or very similar at .ages 13 and 17 from
assessment to assessment. This is largely_ soatage_
9, but some indicators d_ o reflect a bit of growth
over the decade.

Although all-three-age-groups-did-not-perform--
the game writing tasks, it is clear that more 13-
year-olds demonstrated writing skill than 9-year-
olds and.more 17-year-olds did than 0-year-olds.
There is progress front age to age and from grade
to grade. _

On the other hand, enjoyment of writing seems
to decline from age to 'age. Two-thirds of the 9-
year-olds said they enjoy writing, compared to
59% of the 13-year-olds and 53% of the 17-year-
olds.

Croup results and changes in them were quite
consistent across_th.e_ three ages. Females wrote
more good papers than males in all assessments at
each age and for all but One task. The
male/female difference did not change
appreciably for any agegroup.
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Black youngsters improved either absolutely or
relatively_on_almost-all_writing_tasks
and --17-year-dds and one task given to 9-year-
olds. In some cases this meant that they continued
to perform below the national level, but not as far
below as they had been in 1969 or 1970; in other
cases, this meant that they performed at the
national level after once:hav_ing been below it

At age 17,-the disadvantaged-urban group made
steady gains over the decade. At age 13, the group
stayed below the national level or fell even farther
behind. Nine-year-olds in the disadvantaged-
urban group closed'' the gap between themselves
and the nation on one expressive writing task but
remained at a-constant level below the nation on
the rest.

At all three ages, it appears that a considerable
proportion or young peoplefroni 10 to 2507o.
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do not understand the natureand conventions of
written_langyage In an earlier NAFP report,
Writing Mechanics; 1969-74 (1975), we noted that
the gap between the writing "haves ". and the
"have nots" seemed to be widening. The more
comprehensive data available now do not indicate
that the gap is widening` They do indicate, how-
ever, that it has not closed appreciably at any age.

Finally, it is deal: from the background ques-
tions that neither, 13-year-olds nor 17-year-olds
receive a great deal of direct instruction in writing
or are required to do mich writing in-school. Very
few appear to have access to a writing program
that includes Prewriting instruction, oral and
written feedback on writing assignments, encbur-
agement to write several, drafts of papers and
opportunities to rework papers after they have
been reviewed by teachers.



CHAPTER 5

SOME OBSERVATIONS ABOUT WRITING IN AMERICA, THE
ASSESSMENT RESULTS AND THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE,_

RESULTS FOR INSTRUCTION
In order to put. the assessment findings into'

perspective and stimulate discussion of the issues
they raise, the National Assessment invited five
nationally prominent individuals to discuss and
interpret the data. Participating in two days of
lively conversation about the subject were:

rsychologied-1--
Research and Services, National Personnel
Department, Sears, Roebuck and Com-
pany, Chicago, Illinois. In addition to his
interest in writing and assessment from a
-corporate point of view, Mr. Bentz has
been a Member of two boards of educa-
tion and the Policy Comniittee of the Na-
tional Asses-sment of Educatiodal Progress.

Beverly Bimes, English teacher, Hazel;
wood Schools, Missouri. Ms. :Bimes is a
Title- I consUltant; GateWay Writing Pro-
ject consultant, Presidential Scholar Com-
missioner and 1980 National Teacher, of the .;

Year.,

Charlotte Brcioks, writing feacher, author,
editor, education conSultant and past'Pres-
ident of the National Couneil of Teachers
or English. _

'John Mellon, linguist, anthor and Chair-
man of the. Program in English Composi-
tion. University of Illinois at Chicago Cir-
cle.

Richard Lloyd-Jones, Chairman, Depart-
ment of English, University of Iowa; past
President of the Conference on College

-Communication and Composition; Chair,
Modern Languages Association Division
on the Teaching c);' Writing; and Associ-

ate Director, Iowa- National Endowment
for the Humanities Institute on Writing.

All present felt it was important for readers of
this report to understand the National Assessment
data and the social and educatidnal contexts
within which writing instruction takes place before
rushing to conclusions about what 'hese results
might mean. After establishing this contextual
framework,_ the panel discussed at length the sig-
nificance of the trends and their implications for
teachers of writing: Their opinions are theirs alone
and do not necessarily represent either the iiews of
the instituiions with which-they are affiliated or
those of the National Assessment of. Educational
Progress, the Education Commission of the States
or the National Institute of Education.

Assessment Data in Perspective

All participants wished to emphasize the fact
that the writing upon which this report is based
was first-draft writing gathered under dined
assessment. conditicins. Such writing is likely to
understate youngsters' abilities to develop fully,
their ideas and smooth out their writing through
subseqtient drafts.

In addition; some of the ass, ,cents are,'
necessarily artifieial and may iinderstlite the
writers' capacities to do a better job in .
world" or school situation when real stakes are in-
volved.

John Mellon stressed the point that NAEP data
are descriptive, not normative. "It's easy to think
something's wrong when performance is down,"
he said, "but it's not necessarily the case. Its
really hard to tell what these ups and downs mean
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until we've got 50 years of them. Then, maybe
we'll see that they smooth out to a relatively
stra:ght line. In themeantime, I prefer to view the

writing less and less in the last two decades.
"Everything is computeriZed, quantified, visual or
audio," he said. "Respect for, oreven interest in,

results as descriptions of something complex am,
except in extreme casesor instances when we
have other kinds of data to bring to bearwith-
,

hold judgment until we have a heeler idea of what
we can reasonably expeCt the results should be in a
society likepurs.

Richard Lloyd-Jones speculated about what
kinds of changes would most likely affect national
indicators such as these data:. "Crises in the
society as a whole may, show up. in a,sample of
Writing' quickly because they may affect the
incentives students f'el to peiform well in these
circumstances. Lowerm changes in society may
show up less quickly and dramatically in data of
thiS kind. Changes caused by classroom prackes;
would- show up- sloWly, if ct all, beCause the
teachers remain essentially -the same, the time
devoted (or not devoted) to writing remains rela-
tively stable and instructional materials remain
Much the same for 'long Periods of time,. By and
large, the most likely causes of changes in assess-
ment data will be large social Movements 'that
affect_large subgroups of peoplesuch as integra-
tion, for instancerather than, curricular or
instructional movements, which tend to cancel'
each.other out across the nation asa whole."

The,Social Context of Writing-,

Like many commentators upon contemporary
education, the participapts in this 'discussion
stressed. the.degree to:which sociocultural factors

n influence achievement in a, subject...,uch as
w4

,

riting. People perfect their lanEQ,_tage skills in oral
practice, Mostly outside of khool. Because ..
writing isderiVed fromthat base, it to reflect
whatever is part of general public practice. In ad-
dition, if the culture at large seems to accord little
importance to writing or to writing well; if pro-
fessional writing is not generally held in high
steem; or if soda! upheavals affect opportunities

to learn, practice or value any of the many skills
involved in writing, then we should not be ,sur-
prjsed if achievement appears, sometimes, lower
than we think it should be.

Jon Bentz believes that society, has been valuing
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the written word is on the decline:\ And the art of
'conversation,: of interchanging thdughts, appears
to be passing, or at least changing in character. In
our McLuhanesque world, fewer. People reason,
while more make demands aid prdnouncements.
Television, primarily a passive experience, reduces
the need for imagination and interaction, both
of which are critical for good writing."

In response to the 'declines in/the proportion of
youngsters demonstrating : effective ,persuasive
writing, Lloyd-Jones speculated that we might be
witnessing a consequence of t ``Me" generation.
"Persuasive ,writing requires a highly developed-
social ,sense," he said, "an ability to imagine other
peoples' .needs and priorities in order to address'
them,. Perhaps- we're seeing a decline in the
proportions of youngsters able to imagine other
people or experiences outside of a very narrow
range of self interests."

Beverly Bimes added the observation that "if
the 'social experience 9f argument is weak or
shabby; it's hard to se how -our students could
learn good argument or persuasion."

All agreed that writing is a complex and dif-
ficult 'skill, requiring considerable motivation to
learn and numerous good models to learn well.
Social changes that affecmotivation or the avail-,
ability, of models will affect the number of young
people who learn to write well.

Mellon mixed some advice about society's ex-
pectations with a speculation about the slight de-
cline in overall qtiality at age 17 and the larger
decline at age 13. "It may be that, as Piaget
rem ked,. Americans are too concerned with

it which their children develop," ho
we'ft- seeing a slight slowing d Sn

wt,, we u ed to think of as the `normal' develop-
mental schedule. The skills will come eventually,
but they're coming a little slower than they used
to, that's all. A complex social change could
conceivably delay the cognitive or emotional de-
velopment of a particular generation in some
respects, while speeding it up in other respects."



The Educational,Context of Writing

The discussants were in general agreement that
a number -of theeharacteristics of-American mass
education a number of educational trends
combine to constitute a less-than-ideal environ-
ment for the -teaching and learning of writing.
Among the features of our educational system
that make effective writing instruction difficult,
they cited these-as prominent:

Writing requires. considerable one-to-one
teacher/student and student /student inter-
action, while our system is.geared to instruct-
ing large groups. Furthermore, class size con-
tinues to grow, not shrink, making individual
attention nearly impossible.

Writing instruction is considered to be the
responsibility-only-of-English-teachrrs This,

- an activity that should pervade instruction in
all subjects is relegated to a small part of a
studeth's day and severed from general learn-
ing. Furthermore, many teachers deprive stu:
dents 'rot writing opportunities by giving
multiple-choice and short-answer tests and
shying away from essays.

Many people teaching English were trained in
other subject areas and know little or nothing
about writing.

Too many peOple trained to teach English still
'have had little or no training in composition
or writing.

Many English teachers see themselves as liter-
ature teachers, not writing teachers.' When
they do teach writing, they.tend to focus upon
theproducts of writing; rather than the pro -
cess:.

Writing requires practice, h.:, teachers
feel they do not have the r-nc lead and
critique all the papers that woui.1 i)e written if
their students were practicing as they should
be. Consequently, less writing is assigned than
should be.

-In addition to these general problems, which
have, a long historY, the discussants also cited:

several more recent trends in education that do not
auger well for writing instruction. Charlotte.
Brooks criticized a "loCk-step" approach to learn-
ing_tliatitas become increasingly popular with the
minimal competency movement and tighter edu-
cation budgets. "Writing is not something- a,child
can learn a little piece at a time," she said. "So
many, of these coMpetency programs break read-
ing.and writing up into bits: first, you master the
alphabet, then you master, words, then you can go
on to sentences, and so on. The child seldom gets
to see the larger picture; seldom gets the fr4edom
to explore with :anguage and take risks.",

Bimes said, "I think the basics movement has
been detrimental in many ways to writing. Too
often, what's basic turns out. tobe mechanics and

'grammar, not writing. And expressive writing,
..which is baSic; is seen as a frill: We have to re-
member that a writer has feelings and a writer has
a mind. To deny either, of those is to deny a stu

a
-

dent the possibility of becoming writer at

Bentz saw budgetary cutbacks as more threat-
ening -to writing than to other SubjectS. "The.
cutbacks in my state generally mean the 'schools
lose.the 'paraprofessionals and readers who herr,
writing teachers with their .Paper load," he .said.
"They also cut into the conference. time teachers
need with their students."

All agreed that- pUblishers represent a conserva-
tive force in the teaching of 'Writing. It is very
difficult to get publishers to incorporate new ideas
into.their writing textbooks, they argued,' because

. : tbe-publishers-are-atraid-tojak-e-economic-risks in
today's tight market. .Consequently, major
textbooks haVe not changed for decades, in spite .

.\of a virtual explosjon of useful- research. and
practiCal information in the.field of Writing.

.

think we should remember that a lot of very,
positive things ,. have been .happening in the
schools since the late 60s," Brooks reminded the

'group. "It hasn't, been a totally 'negative period
for writing. 'We'e had the Right to. Read pro-
gram, and where it has been done well, it has
helped writing, too. I don't like to separate read-
ing and writing, because they feed each other. And
we've had the Poets in the SchoolSProgram and
tki.varfous hnnianities programs that expose stu-
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dents to writers and scholars. These have been
very successful where they've been used And
some schools have begun to follow the example of
England with Writing Actoss the Curriculum pro-

. grams. I've seen- these work -in England and
they're tremendously impreisivei!'

"We've seen writing labs, too," Bimes added.
"And a mushrooming of programs modeled after
the Bay Area Writing Project. It may be that these
developments are too recent to affect the 1979
writing assessment, but we might see some impact
in the next assessment, if they continue to spread
and escape cutbacks."

Comments About the National Results

The discussants were asked whether they
thought the percentages of competent- papers for
each exercise and at each age were lower than they
would-like-; higher-or-about-what-they-might have
expected. 'In general, they felt that the achieve-
ment lei,e,ls.were satisfactory, given the social and,
educatiiinal environments of writing in the last ,

decade. They were, however, disappointed with
the results for the persuasive writing,. especially at
ages13 and 17. And as Might be expected, they
felt there was some room for improvement on
every exercise.

that callTor special attention. Although Lloyd-
Jones estimated that half of the students in that
group are probably there for reasons other than
lack of competence (e.g., physical, psychological
and social problems), everyone still -felt the ---
proportion of such youngstes is unacceptably
high. "It's hard to 'imagine that one of a 'child's
first-instincts is to want to write," Bimes said "In
fact, children attemPe to write before they even,
think about reading. What have we done .to this
natural desire in our children?"'

What did the group think.abaut the trends? No
one believed the NAEP.'data support fears of a
massive erosion. of writing competence. They all,

'Observed that the holistic-scores decline at age 17'
was slightworth kteping ati,eye on but not suf-
ficient to provoke great concern. They would,have
.preferred to see an increase; They felt the age 13
decline Was,,more dramatiC, but they pointed out

_that__Most_a_h_occurred between the first two
assessments and things seem to have settled down
since then. .'They were gratified' to see improVe-
ment among the 9 -year -olds and expressed hope
that this would bode well for the future.

Bimes expressed .concern` about thelow per-
centage' of 17-year-olds who attetnpled to write a
.huttordus: paper. "It appears that students aren't
given '1.opportunities to use higher-level cognitive
Skills in their writing," she said. '",Too many
'writing assignmentS" simplY becoMe a way for
students to regurgitate information instead of.
Lequiripg them to -generalize, analyze, synthesize,
hypOthesize or defend." .

Lloyd-Jones pointed . out that in the papers
written for each assessment,.. there were "some -

astonishing papers.any reader would be pleased
and challenged by them. _Even though they write
under restraints mte time a tasksi t f d im artificial k s.,
and_no_eiternaLiewaril;_lhe_said,J1some_writers
faexceeded any reasonable'expectation."

. .

Most writers, the group felt, produced "rea-
sonably adequate. first drafts. for their age." The
average paper needs revision, 'they pointed out,
and it falls: short of effective or powerful writing;
but it represents material a teacher ought to be
able to help students refine to a perfectly accept-
able level. The potential of the majority of writers
is obvious.

However, the group was strongly disappointed
by the consistent reminders in the data that 10 to.
25, and sometimes 30 %, of the youngsters at each
age have extremely serious problems with writing

Comments About the Group Results

Brooks, spoke for time entire group in saying, "I
am enormously encouraged by 'the consistent:
growth demonstrated by black and urban-dis-
advantaged writers on most exercises. At all levels,
it's clear. that something has happened to help
these youngsters write better. Although many of
them have not yet reached a high level of writing
competence,' they obviously have a potential for
improvement that educators, legislators and the
public a' large must recognize. There is
competence where once. people said .there was
none."

.



It was -this- improvement,, coupled 'With the_ im-
Wovement of the Southeastern region on Many
exercises, that led the group to speculate that the
assessment results may reflect the impact of a
change in the national pattern of attention paid to
Minority youngsters over the last decade and a
half. "Something of that magnitude could well
affect large groups such as 'the blacks, the urban-.
disadvantaged and the Southeastern youngsters,"
said Lloyd- Jones. Brooks Agreed, noting that
"there is: no economic improvement in the inner
city that I know of that could account for such -an
improvement."

Some Implications of the
Results kir Teaching

,Responses to the background questions demon-
strated tothe group tliat too little writing is going
on in the Schools and too few students are being
exposed to a comprehensive writing program. The

persuasion, but more attention to complex think:
ing general. in reading, I'd like to.
more emphasis on inference and comprehension,
because I think that would improve both reading,
and writing. They don't need to be 'taught sep-
arately and taught a piece ata time."

Speaking about the grammatical structures used
by writers at the three ages, Mellon observed;
"The amazing stability of the syntax counts over
the 10-year period suggests that grammatical
maturity is not_affected by those cultural factors
influencing other aspects of students' writing. It
also means that there is no need to step. up the
amount of grammar teaching aimed at maturity of
grammatical structures.'.'

fact that so few students appear to receive
instruction in prewriting, oral and written feed-
back from teachers and encouragement, to
improve papers after they're handed back indi-
cates, they said, that there is much work to be
done in the schools.

"I think the results show a clear need for more
writing laboratories in the schools," Bimes said.
"But they 'also show a great need for professional
development. Teachers need first to see themselves
as professionals and then to participate more
widely in the variotis workshops and inservice pro-
grams in writing that have begun to appear in the
last five years. There's a lot of information out

.there-that'sjust not -reaching-the-teachers7'-'

"Writinslabs, yes," Brooks added, "but not"
remedial Writing" courses. I' think 'remedial'
courses that fragment language haye not helped in
reading and I'd hate to see us make the same
mistake in writing. Too many remedial writing
courses just teach grammar and don't give, yoUnk-
sters opportunities to work with whole pieces of
writing:"

"I'd like to see more emphasis placed on
persuasive writing," Bentz said. "To me, that's
critical to success outside of school." °rooks-
agreed: "I'd liketo see not only more attention to

"The greater length of the 9-year-olds' essays
shows a greater willingness to write," Mellon also
remarked. "that''s encouraging and we should
take advantage of it-"

"Writing begins with enjoyment," Bimes said.
"Until we teach children to enjoy writing we're
not going to make the improvements we could
otherwise."

"We have a base to build on," Brooks pointed
out, "the results show that. The raw material is

'certainly there, the skills are there for most
youngsters. We can no longer assume that ,any
group cif kids is `unteachable."'

The group made a,number of suggestions about
classroom applioaches, that would= help more
youngsters learn', to write. Among them were
these:

--Get:the 9-year-olds' "hooked" on writing, by
assigning writing suitable to their age acid
terests. Help them build security and interest
through expressive writing and then lead
them toward more difficult modes gradually.
Let them experience success.

Build on the fact that all youngsters have a
solid grasp of oral language. USe that base as
a springboard for writing instruction.

Have them write. No one can achieve success
in a skill that is seldom practiced.



Structure assignments so that writing becomes
discovery instead of regurgitation.

Establish places where students write freely
and receive -constructive feedback on what'

ei

they write.

Since I3-year-ol pear to have difficulty
with. rt them on concrete ex-
pression and then move them gradually to-
ward generalizations until they are skilled at
making generalizations supported with
concrete details.

Develop. persuaskie Writing skills by develop-
mg a sense of audience. Have them_ practice
writing for different audiences.

Teach skills useful at each stage of the writing
process:-prewriting,-eornposineand-editing

Integrate writing into all activitiesscience,
social studies, even mathematics. Writing is
an important and very effective way of learn-
ing.
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ti APPENDIX A

EXERCISES, DOCUMENTATION, SCORING GUIDES AND SAMPLE PAPERS

Appendix A" contains exercises and information
about them, such as,the NAEP objectives they are
designed to assess, the kinds of scoring National
Assessmefit utilized.with each one, the amount of
time students were given to respond and the

numt :r of lines students had on which to ..write.
Following each exercise are any scoring guides
used for evaluating the responses, and following
the guides are sample papers illustrating each
score point.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

"Kangaroo"Expressive-Narrative Ekercise 0
Documentation
Holistic Evaluation _Guidelines
Paragraph Coherence Guidelines
Sample PapersHolistic Levels

Fireflies"Expressive-Narrative Exercise. 62
Documentation ,P 63
Primary Trait Scoring Guide 64
Cohesion Scoring Guide - 66

0Sample PapersPrimary'Trait Levels 69
Sample PapersCohesion Levels 70

"bold fish"Expressive Exercise
DocuMentation

-;--Primary-Trait-Scoring Guide,
Sample Papers,Primary Trait Levels

.

72
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74
76

78
79
80

"Puppytetter''PersuasiVe Exercise
Documentation,
Priniary Trait Scoring Guide
Sample PapersPrimary Trait Levels

"Pinar. alendar"Explanatory/Busiliess Letter Exercise
Documentation 86
Primacy. Trait Scoring Guide 87
SaMple PapersPrimary Trait Level- 89
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Here is a picture of a kangaroo in -Australia. LookTat the picture
for a while. What do you think is happening? Where do. you suppose-

.
th m?e kangaroo came fro Where do you . think he is going? Look how
high he jumpsV"Why do you suppose he is jumping over the fence?

Write a -s about what is happening in the picture.



WRITING TASK: Kangaroo

NAEP #: 0-102013-13A-1

RHETORICAL MODE: Expressive- Narrative
-/\

OBJECTIVE:, I. Demonstrtes _wpitinq to-reveal personaT
feelings, and ideas.

SUBOBJECTIVE B. Through the use of conVentional mode4 of discourse

NAEP SCORING: Holistic
Paragraph Coherence
Syntax (Sentence TypeS) and Mechanics (see-Appendix B)

AGE: 9__

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS:' 933

NUMBER OF LINES: p.1 13
p.2.- 24
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Score Point Categories;

S-core o f-4

HOLJSTIC SCORING GUIDE
"KANGAROO"

AGE 9

These writers will 'enter -into the picture
deviCeS as dialogue and- character names.
structure and a. sense of _drama, which wil
"why" of the .guestion. The "where" may oar may not be
but tire paper will have a sense of substance.- The writing will
usually have some spelling and sentence onstructionserrors but
will show a. clear sense of ,English s:yntaC.

imaginatively using_. suol;
There. will, be dleat
.answer the "whatfiN,a.nd

Score of 3

These papers will leave out parts of the picture, such as.: the
fehce or the lump, and will have less. Completeness ,or drama than
the 14 paper. ,They,may give commeptary for explanation rather .than.
a story. They raja have" substance, some, sense, of drama, aI}d Some
imagination, and they will 'deal with the "what" and the lowy". of
the question. The :writing need not have' much subordinatio., ;:or.
syntactic ,fluencyt but it will :not be ,so filled with errors at to
be- difficult-, to read.

.3

"Score of 2
. .

.

The 2 papers have some sense of narra
I ion and situation; .however

the story will be fragmented or'incom lete,, the ,wr.i.'-ing will ,be':
vaque,0 and there will be little use of the imagira",tion. The 2
papers may ignore the picture hilt us the situation. They will be
very brief, studded with errors, and /may contain only a single
complete sentence or a series of. Spedula.tions about .the picture:
,

1

Score of1 /

The papers scored_ as a 1 may be minimal attempts, sometimes only a;
phrase. The paPees may be unfathomable because of errors: There'
may be no sense of narrative and, thus, only a series of
unconnected- statements.

Score of 0

No-response papers should b -given to
scoring.
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PARAGRAPH COHERENCE SCORING GUIDE
(Developed for_ the 1973-74 Writinc Assessment)

"KANGAROO!'

z

Paragraph Level Scores

1. Para ra h Used -- Therparacraph is visually discernible
but is neither coherent nor developed. The writer
indented, skipped /&:line, or stopped in the middle of the
line and ,started back at the margin.

0

2. Paragraph Coherent The sentences are linked using
transitions/ and/or other cohesive devices. The ideas are
ordered ,and their relationship to each-other is clear but

gthe pa graph is in some sense underdevekoped. This
category also includes paragraphs that are overdeveloped;
that/ is, the writer incorporated at least two coherent
pargraphs into one.

3.//Paragraph Coherent and Developed -- The Paragraph has an
expressed or an_ implied topic which identifies-and limits
the main ,rea of concern. Every sentence in the paragraph
adds to 6r explains something about the main topic in a
systematic manner.

NOTE: Papers that are illegible, copies of the stem, or lists of
spelling words are designated as such and receive no further .
scoring.
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"Fireflies" Exercise

Here is a picture of a girl who is having fun in the summer. Look
at the picture for a while. What do you think she is doing? What
do you think she might do next?

Write a story that tell's, what the picture is about.



WRITING TASK: Fireflies

.NAEP 0-1.02012-13A-1

RHETORICAL MODE: Expressive - Narrative

OBJECTIVE: I. Demonstrates ability in writinq to reveal personal
feelings and

SUBOBJECIIV: B.. Through the use of conventional modes of diScourse

N.AEP SCORING: Primary Trait: Imaginative explanation by means
narrative.

AGE:

Cohesion

Syntax (T-unit Analysis and Sentence types)
and Mechanics.(see Appendix B)

9

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 921

NUMBER OF LINES: p.1 -
p.2 - 24

NOTE: The picture used -in the assessment wa,s- in color.



TRAIT SCORING GUIDE
"FIREFLIES"

Rhetorical_gode: Expressive - Narrative

krimary Trait: Imaginative explanation by means` of narrat:kve
invention.

Baii2nale Q. Primary Trait: This exercise presents two challenges to
the writer. The first, introduced with the question, "What do you
think she is doing?" asks the writer to explain. The second
question, "What do you think she might do next?" introduces the
problem of time and fiction which is confirmed by the directive,
"Write a story." The two directives, then, require respondents to
use the :conventions and techniques of storytelling as a framework
for inventing explanations of "what the picture is about."

Gtneral_Iggfing_Eati2nall:- Essentially readers should concentrate on
whether the response only offers direct answers to the questions
or whether it goes on to tell .a story. Writers who only offer

.

direct answers to the question(s) arp scow
go-on to write a story-reach-the "3" or "4" level. A detailed,
concrete description will earn a "2" while a less attractive,
generalized narrative might earn .a 113w. The best papers tell a
fully controlled and detailed story.

Some elements of the exercise are not relevant to the writing.
Many children do not know what fireflies are. Readers must ignore
the-literal fact and accept the-writer's interpretation when
accounting for the actions. In addition, the introduction states-
that the girl is having fun; however, this thesis is insignificant
and its inclusion is not necessary to complete the task.

Scgrina_gai4e categories:

0 = No response.

1.= 42me explanations. but na narrative invention. These responses
deal with the explanatory obligation of the task at a minimal
level. That is, they answer one or both of the questions with
a few bits of information (2 or 3) which tell "what the
picture is about."
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Scoring Guide Categories (continued).-

2 = Moderate to ample explanation. but little or no
narrative invention. Essentially, these responses are longer
versions of :4.ategory "1" responses. They explain "what the
Picture is wpout" by proyiding moderate to ample (4 or more)
details. T:heq are not set in a story framework although some
may include minimal attempts.such-as giving the girl a name or
implying a cause and effect relationship or a time sequence.
No matter the number of details or an attempt to get into a
storytelling framework, these responses remain little more
than discrete or disconnected answers to the questions posed
in the stimulus.

3 = Imaginative explanations_by means of narrative invention.
These papers invent details and cast them into a framework.
They use several storytelling devices Such,as naming
characters, setting scene, temporal or causal linking,
dialogue, etc. However, they remain flawed in the sense-that
the stories are not sustained. For example: 1) they may begin
with question answering before moving into storytelling, 2)
they may set up a situation but the plot or narrative 'is only
offered in. -bartilAWale-foinii(mrhix-n-orime-o-r-t-w-a-bit
invented information) , or 3) they may set up a situation_and______
get into the story but either lapse out of storytelling into
question answering or leave it unresolved, hanging in mid-air.
In. summary, the "3" responses explain the picture through
storytelling but do not demonstrate full control.

4 = Imaginative explaDationAjay_neans of develeped_aTIA_controlled
narrative_inventign. These responses explain the picture
through a fully controlled'and detailed story. They set the
scene immediately, invent moderate to ample details not
Provided by the picture, cast the details into a narrative
without lapses and provide a conclusion to their story.

7 = Illegible, illiterate:

8 = misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't. know.
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COHESION SCORING GUIDE
(Developed for the 1978-79 Writing Assessment)

"FIREFLIES"

In scoring papers for-cohesion, scorers need to be attentive not
only to the incidence of cohesive ties but also to their
successful ordering. Underlying and further strengthening these
ties is syntactic repetition, both within and across sentences.
The following example achieves cohesion by lexical cohesion,
conjunction, reference, and substitution, and yet these various
kinds of cohesion aretaboth emphasized and related among themselves
by numerous incidents of syntactic repetition.

There is a girl who is catching fireflies. She is
puttting some into a ja-r. When she is finished, she will
take them into a dark room and watch them glow. After
that-she will let them go so, that they could lay eggs
and there will be more fireflies for next year. Then
she can catch them again yeat-afteryear-w-

When both the incidence and ordering of cohesive ties- pattern the
entire piece of writing,, the writ_e_r_laas_cx-eatedwhatwe--o-ns14-a-a-r-4-1-y
call coherence.

Scoring Guide Categories

1 = Little or no evidence of cohesion._ Basically, clauses and
sentences are not connected beyond pairings.

2 = Attempts at. cohesion. There is evidence of gathering
details but little or no evidende that these details are
meaningfully ordered. In other words, very little seems
lost if the details were rearranged.

3 ----. Cohesion. Details are both gathered and ordered.
Cohesion is achieved in the ways illustrated briefly in
the definition above, Cohesion does not necessarily lead
to coherence, to the successfdl binding of parts so that
the sense of the whole discourse is, greater thanthe

rise- of its parts. In pieces of writing that are
cohesive rather than coherent,_ there are large sections
of details which cohere but these sections stand apart as
sections.
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= Coherence. While there may be a.sense of sections within
the piece of writing, the sheer number and variety of
'cohesionV strategies bind the details and sections into a
-wholeness. This sense of wholeness can be achieved by a
saturation of syntactic repetition throughout 'the piece
(see decription above) and/or by closure which
retrospectively orders the entire piece and/or by general
statements which organize the whole piece.

7 = .Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I. don't know.

NOTE:- Scorers should not take mechanics or transcription
errors into consideration. Also, the scorers should judge
only the interrelatedness of the ideas, NOT the quality of
those ideas.

Examples of Cohesive Ties:

are related to each other and can be thought of as the gathering
and ordering of related ideas. If the parts of a discourse cohere,

'they "stick" or are "bound" together. Cohesion is achieved by ties
Of considerable variety, and these ties can be both semantic and
structural. Additional examples of specific kinds of cohesion ties
are identified by Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English.

Lexical Re-naming

The girl has a jar to put bugs in. The bugs are called
fireflies.

Semantic Conjunction

Additive -
The girl is catching lightning bugs. She is also
catching butterflies.

Adversative -
I wanted to help the little girl c'atch fireflies, but
couldn't find her.

Causal
This little girl is trying to catch fireflies so she can
take them to scLool.
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Temporal -
ca !!Ang 'lig"nir bugs and putting -them 'in a

jar. Next - she will show them to her mother. Later she
might let them go.:

Pronominal Reference

Personal -
There once was a girl. She liked to catch bugs.

Demonstrative -'
She is collecting bugs. This collection is for her
science class.

Comparative -
I wish I had some bubbles like hers.

Pro-form Substitution

Nominal
The lightning bugs are out and the little girl wants to
catch some.

Clausal (use of so and not) -
The little girl knows they are fireflies because her
mother said so.

Ellipsis

Nominal -
The girl's mother told her to le_ t the bugs go but she
wouldn't [ ] .

Verbal
She had to go to her, room and couldn't come out until
her mother said she could [ ).

Clausal
She is catching either lightning bugs or butterflies but
I' don't know which [ ] .

Note: While helping plan he 1978-79 writing assessment, National
Assessment consultants expressed the opinion that coherence and
cohesion deserved special consideration and that a more thorough
method of describing information about coherence was needed. In
consequence, this cohesion scoring guide was developed and used
with the "Fireflies" exercise to, replace the paragraph coherence
guidelines developed in 1973-74 and used with the "Kangaroo"
exercise.
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"Goldfish" Exercise

Sometimea it is fun to think about what it would be 1 ik,e to be
soinething besides'a person. What would' it like to be a goldfish?

, Or an ,airplane? Or a horse? Or a-tree? Or any other thing?

Think about what you would like to be. Write the name of the thing
in the box below.., Then write about what it is like to be that
'thing. Space is provided below a nd' on the next two pages



,..-WRITING TASK: Goldfish'

NAEP #: 0-101006-52A-1

RHETORICAL MODE: Expressive

OBJECTIVE: I.

SUBOBJECTiVE:

NAEP SCORING:

Demonstrates ability 'in writing to reveal personal
feelings and ideas. .

A. Through free expression

Primary Trait: Expression of
self

in 'an
. existence different from:Self through elaboration

of detail..

AGE:

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 9

9

z
,NUMBER OF LINES: 9

.2 - 26
p.3 - 21

.



TRAIT SCORING GUIDE
"GOLDFISH".

Rhetorical Mode: ,Expressive

krimary_Trait: Expression of participation in an existence different
from self through elaboration-of detail.

Rationale ofPrimary_Trait: The.instructions stress "what it'is like
to be that thing.lyThe quality of a paper is determined by two
factors 1) the extent to which the writer is able to assume
another form of existence and 2) the degree of specificity the
writer uses -to elaborate how it _is to exist as that form of being.

General_Scoring_Rationale:-. Competence is indicated by the invention
and elaboration of consistent detail. Readers should-mainly take
into account the quantity of detail and whether that detail is
particularized to the selected object -- for example, almost any
"thing" .could be happy, fewer are cute, Still fewer are fuzzyv and::
-only cats meow. Better papers will not only express -a number of .

details focused on "the thing" but will elaborate those details .in
a sustained and consistent fashion. The best papers will be
unified by some expressive or logical principle.

ScoEing_Guide_Cat'egories:

0 = -No response.

1 = Little or no expression of what the thing is like. These
responses offer only a minimal amount of detail. Some may
offer a few (upto 3) highly specific details, but the
'responses are just too sparse to convey anything beyond a-
limited expression of what the thing is like. Others may
offer more (as many as 5) bits of information, but some or
all of-themiare too vague (or even nonsensical) to help---
particularize the thinq the iiriter wants to be.

2.= Moderate expression of "'that the thing 'is like. These
responses are moderately detailed. They include.4t5, details
which .particularize What the thing is like.. Yet they either
are too brief or pOssiblinclude extraneous or vague bits of
.informatiOn so that their eipiesSion'..of what the thing is like.-
remains incomplete or fragmented..



ScorinT1Guide Categories Icontinuedl:

3 = Detailed expression of what the thing is like. -These
responses may take several possible forms.

a. They may include 6 or more details which, particularize
. what the .thing is like. However, details tend to be

briefly stated (not elaborated) and only a moderate degree
of linkage between the details is present.

b. They may,contain only 4-5 details. However, several -of
these details are_ elaborated. The information seems to be
presented:in clusters. :

c. They may include 5 details related to each other by means
of a narrative or characterization,

Insummary, the "3" responses particularize the "thing" blit
lack elaboration and. unification of detail. They may even
contain some ,inconsistent elements.

4 = Consistent and vivid expLession of what the thing is like.
These responses are highly detailed (6 or more details some of
which are elaborated) and are 'unified by the presence of some
kind of expressive or logical

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8\= Misunderstands the task, 'writes on another topic..

9 = I don't know.-

BEST' 7 1 7-
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"Puppy Letter" Exercise,

Pretend that ynu family is moving to a new apartment. The
landlord has refused to let your puppy live there. Write the
landlord d letter, trying to convince him to let you keep' your
puppy in the-new apartment.

Space is provided below and on the next two pages. Sign your
letter "Chris Smith."

240 West Street
Bigtown, Pennsylvania
January 4, 1979

Dear Mr. James,

r.

fw



WRITING TASK: Puppy

NAEP #: 0-201001-52A-1

RHETORICAL MODE: Persuasive - Social/Personal

OBJECTIVE: II. Demonstrates a ility to write ih xespense.te a wide
'range of socie 1 demands and 'onliqations. 'Ability
is 'defined to inclusde correctness in usage,
punctuation, spelling,. :-and form or convention as
appropriate to particular writing tasks, e.g.,
manuscripts, letters.

SUBOBJECTIVE: A. Social 1. "Personal

NAEP SCORIN:

AGE:

Primary Trait: Situationally unique persdasion through
making of appropriate appeals.

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS:

NUMBER OF LINES:

9

743 0

p.1 - 10
p.2 - 26
p.3 7 21

t
..51. .4,



TRAIT SCORINGGUIDE
"LETTER TO LANDLORD ABOUT PUPPY".

Rhetorical Mode: 'Persuasive - Social/PersOnal,

C

Primary_,Trait: Situationally unique persuasion through making of
appropriate appeals.

Ilationaleof Primary_Trait: Essentially this is an exercise to,
determine how well a nine-year-old can cope with rhetorical
appeals. The request for a letter to a landlord establishes a '
particular audience. The situation, keeping-a pet in the face of
opposition, focuses the writer's-appeals. By-directing the writer
to try to convince the reader, the exercise is persuasive, so a
fully successful performance must contain appropriate
appeals/reasons.

General Scoring Rationale: Given the limits of time and the age of
the children, it would be unreasonable to expect elaborately
structured arguments. Even the better Writers may produce
aPpeals/reasons'in,a relatively discrete manner apparently
thinking of one, writing it down, thinking of another; etc.
Therefore, readers should concentrate attention on the writer's
.'Success at finding and formulating appeals appropriate .tó the

--a-udience and situation.

5-coringGuide Categories:

0 = NO response.

1 = Letters lacking appealsLreasons: These letters either contain
no appeals or only name inappropriate or vague reasons. They
-tend to 1) 'be confusing in that it is difficult to understand
what the situation really is or what the letter is supposed to k
accomplish, 2) be comprised mainly of threats of violence or '

retribution, or 3) request to keep the puppy but: offer no
appeals or only 'offer a request with one general statement
which is not sufficiently specific or relevant to be
considered an appeal.
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Scoring Guide Categories icontinuedL:

2 =1,etters with limitedAppealsireasons::.0Letters in -this
ba category'coVer a broad range, but all are in some sense.

underdeveloped. SOme letters request to keep the puppy and
one or two practical or sympathetic appeals. Others

offer several (2 or more) appropriate appeals or general
-statements,-bdt.only infer that the purpose of- letter. is a
request.to.keep the puppy. If a response includes a request.
and several appeals one of which is inappropriate, the
persuasive 4ualities will be less 'effective and the letter
will probably remain in the. "2" category.

3= Letters substantiated with
Generally these letters include a request substantiated with
approximately three concrete appeals:. However, some "3"
letters cite numerous (4 or more) reasons but they are
presented as a list- rather than a unified request. fUnUsually
effective presentations of pathetic appeals or rational,
negotiations may also be classified in the "3" category.

4 = Letters developed and substantiated with appropriate
AppealsZreasons. These letters are organized such that they
operate as a unified piece of persuasion. They tend to have
Openings, closings or both and contain numerous (4 or more)
appeals. Not all of the separate appeals need to be
deveioped, but usually one is, and all the appeals are
appropriate.

0

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Hisunderstands the taSk, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't know.

NOTE: : Some examples of appeals are listed on the following page.
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.2nes of_Appropriate Appeals /Reasons:

1) Practical/Spedific - "He's hoUse trained." "He.doesn't.shed."
"I'll take him for walks." ."He doesn't bark-." "I'll give him
baths." ,"Doesn't chew on furniture." "He's quiet. ". "He's a
small breed." "I will pay more rent." "I: lion!t let him
outside, except to take him for walks."

2) Sympathetic/Pathetic - dog birthday present, pleading (I will
cry, please, plase), had dog since was baby, the dog will
die, dog legacy of dead grandmother, dog only friend,, etc.

3) 'Other - suggesting a tryout period, nice introductions (allow
me to introduce myself), observing that you understand why th. e-
landlord doesn't allow pets, etc4

Types of InapproRria tg-__ApReals/Reasons:

1) Mildly inappropriate - offer .to give dog to landlord, will
move if-can't keep dOg; the. dog will never go outside.

2) Totally inappropriate - violent threats, giant bribes,
childish ranting - "I'will hate yoli."

3) Contradictory - good watch dogs that don't bark or bite.

Types of Vague_Appeals/Reasons and General Statements:

"I oll feed my dog." "He won't wreck the apartment." "I'll fake
.careof my dog." "He's a black and white dog." "He's,small.!!
'"HeIll be no trouble." "I love my dog." "He's cute."'''"I want to
keep my dog." "My dog is harmless."



SAMPLES

Primary Trait

Score POint 1 Score Point 3
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"Poster Calendar" Exercise

FREE -- THE POSTER CALENDAR OF YOUR CHOICE!!!"

Get a beautiful poster calendar free\!

Choose either:

1. Famous RockGroup

or

2. Mountains and Stream

Tell me which poster you want. If you ask me for it and

tell me your name and address, I will rsend you your

beautiful postee.
/

i.

Sincerely

Mary Jones, Manager
National Book Stork

o.

etend that your name is Chris Brown and' that you liye at 37 Elm
S reet, Gulf, Ohio 76543. On the next page, wri e a letter to Mary
nes,requeting the calendar-

0



WRITING TASK: Poster Calendaf

NAEP *: NO-202031-A1A-12.

RHETORICAL MODE: Explanatory Business

OBJECTIVE: II. \Demonstrates ability to write in response to a wide
Irapcie of societal demands and obligations. . Ability_
is defined to include correctness in tiSa4e,
punctuation, spelling, and form or convention-as
'appropriate to particular, writing ,tasks,, e.g.,
manuscripts,-letters.

SUBOBJECTIVE: B. Business/Vocational

NAEP SCORIIIG: Primary Trait: Expldnation 'through supplying
information in a form required by a si,tueLtion.

. .

s%
AGE: 9 1 44

P) ,

TOTAIATIME IN SECONDS: 407

NUMBER OF LINES: p.1 -V13
p.2 - 10



"%.

TRAIT SCORING GUIDE
"POSTER CALENDAR"

................
.....

.

Rhetorical. : Explanatory - Busines

Primary Tratt: .Explonation through supplying of information in t,,,form
require by'a situation.

dRationale Of Primary_Trait: The stimulus for this exercise require
respondents to clearly communicate the information necessary to
receive the poster calendar of their choice. It alsp suggests,-
that the response should conform to the conventions of d letter of
reguest. The-Main issue is will the letter accomplish its punp, se

theireceipt of the selected poster calendar. The tone and ),
style of the letter are of lesser importance.. -re

--,

General Scoring Rationale: The main criteria for rating this ``exercise
are the 'presence and accuracy. of the information transmitted.
Readers should look for A greeting, the name of the sender, the
address of the sender, a request, identification of the poster
calendar. and # statement of choice.

\\\\
Scoring Guide Categories:

0 = No response.

1 = Name or address is in some crucial sense incomplete and/or
calendar not referred to in any way.

2 = The writer .gives name and address and requests or refers to
calendar, .but does not give a specific choice.

3 = The writer directly requests calendar (i. e. , something like
"Please send me the free poster calondar")

; gives.- name and
address; states choice.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstar.ds t1.1.e. task, writes on another. topic.

9 = I don't know'.

NOTE: Due to the straightforward nature of the task, this guide did
not include a category "4." It was felt that a "3" was sufficient and

" Jno further elaboration was necessary.

87
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Also, to maximize reporting capabilities Na,_onal Assessment
categorized the following six pieces of information as present or not
present. s, The four trait categories were 'erived through data
4nalysis.,

A: Greeting/Miss, Mrs., Ms., Mary Jones, To Mary, Manager
National Book Store

B: Name/Chris Brown., Chris, Brown
C: Address/37 Elm Sfreet

Gulf, Ohio 76543
D: Request/Please send me the free poster calendar
E: Refers to calendar or poster or picture
F: States choice

88
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APPENDIX B

GUIDELINES FOR SYNTAX AND MECHANICS ANALYSIS

Appendix B contains outlines of the features
National Assessment hand tabulated for the T-
unit analysis of syntax, the sentence-type analysis,
arid the mechanics analysis. It should be noted
that since National Assessment computerized the
text of all the papers involved in these studies,
basic descriptive counts (average essay length,

average word length, etc.) were machine tabu-
lated. Rationales, as well as detailed definitions of
the outlined features, are contained in Mullis and
Mellon (1980). Also, the detailed guidelines used
by ihe.scorers'who accomplished these tabulations
are available from National Assessment.



SYNTAX SCORING GUIDE OUTLINE
T-UNIT ANALYSIS

(Developed for the 1978-79 Writing Assessment)
"Fireflies" -- Narrative Exercise

I. T-unit delineation -- A T-unit is one main clause with all its
phrases and subordinating clauses. (Fragments are included,
with either the preceding or the following T-unit, as
appropriate.)

II. Embedding

A. Nominalization

1. Nominal. Clauses -- clauses used as subjects, direct
objects, strbject complements or objects of prepositions.

2. Nominal Phrases --'phrases used as subjects, direct
objects, subject complements or objects of prepositions.

B. ModificatiOn

1., Adjectival

a. Relative Clauses -- clauses that modify nouns or,
occasionally, complete sentences including clauses
of time, place and manner.

b.' Modifying Phrases -- restrictive and non-
restrictive phrases directly following the nouns
they modify.

c. Transposed Modifying Phrases non-restrictive
phrases-separated from the nouns they modify,
verbal phrases, nominative absolutes, appositive
noun phrases.

d. Genitives' -- possessive phrases, pre-noun proper
name possessives and possessive pronouns.

e. Single Word Pre-noun Modifiers -- adjectives that
precede the nouns they modify.,
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2. AdverAiall

a. Adverbial Clauses clauses of reason (cause/
purpose)--because, condition---if,.and concession--
although.

b. Adverbial Phrases -,-.\phrases of reason (cause/
.purpose)-condl.tion and. concession.

III. Conjoining and Connective Devices

A. Coordinate
(Since NAEP computerized the text fore. the essays, counts
of both intra- and inter-T-unit uses of "and" and "or"
were machine tabulated.)

B. Semantic (other logical relatioliships)

1. Time naming structures -- clauses or phrases thzt
establish time.

2. Adversatives and illatives-- words, clauses, or phrses
that establizh time.'

3. Other signposts -- words, clauses, orphrases that
indicate an addition, a sequence, or a comparison.
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SYNTAX (SENTENCE TYPES). AND MECHANICS
SCORING GUIDE. OUTLINE

(Developed for the 1973-74 Writing Assessment)

= -- Narrative Exercise
"Kangaroo" -- Narrative Exercise

I. Sentence Level Syntax Categories

Description of Sentence Types

1. Minor sentence (correct -cagment) -,- A word group
u8ed-in dialogue"or aLirsis, or as an exclamation
that is not an independent Clause,

2. Simple -- A sentence that:contains a subject and a
verb. It may also have an object or a subject
complement.

3. Simple with hrase A simple sentence that contains
a prepositio a , infinitive, gerund aud/or participial

, phrase. Sentences containing appOsitive-g, nomlnative,
absolutes, and verbals were also scored in this
category.

4. Compound -- A sentence containing two or more simple
sentences joined by something other than a comma.

5. Compound with phrase -- A compound sentence containing
at least one phrase in one of the independentclauses.

6. Complex (and compound-complex) -- A sentence containing
at east one independent clause and one dependent
clause.

4

7. Complex .(and compound - complex) with phrase --
A sentence containing .at least one independent claUse,
one dependent clause, and one phrase.

II. Sentence. Level Mec hanics Categories_

IA. Sentence Types with Punctuation Errors (sentences that do
not fall into any of the syntax categories) .
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1. Run-on Sentence

a. Fused -- A sentence containing two or more
independent clauses with no punctuation or
conjunction ssparating them.

b. On and on -- A sentence consisting of four or more
independent clauses strung together with
conjunctions.

c. Comma splice -- A sentence containing two or more
independent clauses separated by a comma instead
of a semicolon or a coordinating conjunction.

2. Incorrect fragment A ward group, other than an
independent claupe, written and punctuated as a
sentence.

NOTE: T e scoring of T-unit constituents made it, rirsible
for some' of the preceding sentence types' to be 'der' ed through-
data analysis for the "Rainy Day" papers.

B. Faulty Sentence Construction (These scores are in addition
to the sentence types.)

1. Agreement Error --'A-sentence whereat . least one of
the following is present: subject /verb do not aged",
pronoun /antecedent do not agree, noun/modifier du not
agree, subject/object pronoun misused, and/or verb
tense shifts.

2. Awkward Sentence (The awkward categories are listed
in order of category precedence, since only one score
was given to a sentence.)

a. Faulty parallelism -- A parallel construction that is --
semantically or.structurally dysfunctional.

b. Unclear pronoun reference_-- A pronoun's antecedent
is unclear.:

c. Illogical construction -- Faulty modification or a
dangling modifier or a functionally misarranged
or misproportioned sentence.

d. Other dysfunctions.7- A sentence Containing an
omitted or extra word and/or a split Construction
that definitely. detracts from readability.
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III. Punctuation Errors -- Every error of commission and error of
omission is scored for commas, dashes, quotation marks,
semicolons, apostrophes, and end marks. The most informal
rulesof usage are used with the writer receiving the
benefit of any doubt.

O.

IV. Word Level Mechanics Categories

A. Word Choice -- The. writer needs a word that is different
from the one written. This category also includes attempts
at a verb, adjective, or adverb form that is nonexistent
or unacceptable.

B. Spelling In addition. to a misspelling, this category
includes word division errors at the end of a line, two
words written as one, one word written as two, superfluous
plurals, and groups of distinguishable letters that do not
make a legitimate word.

. Cap <tization -- A word is given a capitalization error
scor: if the first word in a sentence is not capitalized,
if a proper noun or adjective within a sentence is not
capitalized, and if the prondun "I" is not capitalized.

The mechanics ::coring was designed to allow the writer as much
flexibility as possible under existing rules of correct writing;
consequently, any time two authorities on mechanics disagreed, the
most informal interpretation wa,..; used.



APPENDIX C

GROUP RESULTS, EXERCISES EVALUATED
F .7.4R PRIMARY TRAIT AND COHESION

The tables in Appendix C present group dif-
ferences from the national percentage, not the ac-
tual perforMance of the ,group. Thus, if the
national perCentage for, a particular item is, for
example 71% and the group difference from the
nation is 12%, the group percentage, or per-
formance level, is 71 plus 12, or 83%. The ad-
vantage to 13, esenting group data in terms of
ferelices is tables enable ',one to see
whether the relative position of a group, vis-a-vis
the nation, is changing. As before, an asterisk next
to a group difference signifies that the difference
is statistically significant; an asterisk next to the

percentage estimating the change for that group
signifies that the change is statistically significant.

Table C-1. "Fireflies" Exercise, Primary
Trait

Table C-2. "Fireflies" Exercise, Cohesion
Table C-3. "Goldfish" Exercise, Primary

Trait
Table C-4. "Puppy Letter" Exercise, Pri-

mary Trait
Table C-5. "Poster Calendar" Exercise, Pri-

mary Trait



ra

.,

Nation (%)

Region
outheast

West

Central

TABLE C-1. Group Differences_qom-National-Percentages;-"Fireflies"-Exercise
Primary Trait Scores, 1970, ,974, 1979'',

.
.:,

Year Nonrateable Some. Ample Adequate, Developed Marginal Competent
Explanation, Explanation, Story Story or Better or Better

No Story Little/No
Story

2 3 4 4 2,3&4 3&4
: - ( -I I

,1
... -

!,', 1970 5.4
ft

31.7 46.1 14.8 1.9 62 8 16.8' 1974 4..3.' 21.8 58.4 14.0 1.4 73.9 15.5 c.

1979 3.3 29.3 57.3 9.4 0.6 67.3 10.0
- 1970-79 -2.0* q1/4 -2.4, ' 11.2* -5A* -1.3* 4.5 . -6.8*

-

S 1070 7.4* . 1.5-. -3.6 -5.2* -8,8* '' -5.2*
1974 3 0* 1.1 2.3 -5.9* -0.5 -4.0 -6.4*
1979 1.0 0.3 4 ° -0.9 -0.3 -DO -1.4 -0.5

1970-79 -6.3* -1.1 2.7 4.8* -0.1 ' - 7.4 4.7

1970- 1.6 -4.2 2---. '.' :3.7- 0.4 0.8 -2.5 1.1

`1974 -0.2 2.5 -4.2* 23 -OA 2.3
1979 0.1 4.0 -5A* 1..3 0.0 -4.1 1.3

1970-79 1.7 -0.1 -4.7 0.9 -0.8 -1:6 0.1
g

1970 -1.7* 0.1 3.7 -1.2 -0.8 - - 1.7 -2.0
1974 0.2 -1.4- -2.0 3.2 0:1 \-1.2 3.3"
1979. -0.7 -3.0 2.7 1.3 -0.2 ,3.8 1.1

1970-79 1.0 -3.1 -1.0 2.6 0.5 2.1 3.1L.

1970 -1.5* -5.3 1.8 4.7*
1974' -2.2* -1.3 3.1 DI
1979 -0.5 -1.8 4.0 -2.0

1970-79 ,1.0 -. 3.4 2.1 -6.7*

1970 2.0
1974 1.7*
1979 1.5*

1970-79 -0.4

4.2* -3.0* .-2.8* -0A .
-6,2* -3.2'

7A* . -5.7* -3.1* -0.3 -9.1* -3.4*
7.7* -5.24 3.7* -0.2* -9.2* -4.0'
3.5* -2.3 -0.9 0.1 -3.0 -0.7

0.2 6.7* 4.9*
0.6 - 3.6 0.5
0,3 2.3 -1.7
0.1 A.4 -6.5*

..



Female

Race

White

-Black-

Parental education

Not grad. high school 1970 23* 4.1 -1,5 '4.5* -0.7 .6.8
1974 2.1 3.3 .3 -3.6 .0,6 -5:5* -

1979 6.8* 8.7 ' -12.7* ,-2.2 -0.6* -15.6*
1970-79 4.1* 4.6 .11.2 ! 2.3. 13. -8.8

TABLE C.1 - Continued.

Year Nonrateable Some Ample Adequate Developed Marginal Competent

Explanation, Expanation, Story Story ' or Better Ir Better. i

NO Story Little/No

1970

1974

1979

1970-79

Story

0 1 2 *-3 4 2,3&4 3&4'

r.,

-2.1 -4.4* 3.1* 2 9*' 0.4 4.0. 6,.4*

-1.5* -6.8* 5.3* 2,8* 0.3 8.4*
-1,5* -8.0* 5,5* 3.9* , 6.3*, 9.6*
0.4; -33* 2.4 1.0 04-o.Y 3.2 .,

3.3*

3.1*

4.2*

0.8

°, .

1970 -2.5* -3.4* '*j.4* '2.0*

1974 t0.9* -2.4* 1.4 1.6*
1979 -6.9* -9.7 0.8 0.8*

1970-79 1.7* 2.8* -2.6* -1.2*

-1970- 12.5* . 13.4* 14A* -9.7*,

1974 5.3* c's / 12.5* -8.3 -8A*
197' 2.9 3.4 -3.5 1.0*

1970-; -9,7* -10.0* 10.9*, 6.7*

'' OA* 5.9* 2.5*

0.3* 3.4*, 1.9*

'10.1 1,5 . 0.7*

-0.5* .4* -1.8*

i
-4-.13* -25.0 -11.5__.

, -1.1* 17.8* 9.5* .''

0.2 -6.3 -2.8

2.0* 19.6* 8.7

.....

Grad. high school 1970 -1A -4.1* 4,9* 0.8 -0.1 5.5* 0,6
1974 .3 -2.0 a 2.0 1.2 0.2 3.4 1.4
19.79 1,1 1.5 1.2 1.4 0.1, 2.6 1.5

1970-79 0.3 2.6 -3.7 0.6 0.2 .2.9 0.8

Post high' school 1970 -2.7* -3.3* -03 5.3* 1.5 6.1* 6,7
1974 .' , -0.9 -4.3* -1.0 6.1* 0.0 5.2* 6.2*
1979 11.0 '. -53* :i ry5.2* 1.0 0,4 .6.7* 1

1970 -79 1.7 .' 2.4 0 5.9* -4.2* .1,1 0.6
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Type of community#

Disadvantaged urban

Rural

Advantaged urban

TABLE C1 - Continued,

Year Nonrateable Some Ample Adequate Developed Marginal Competer

Explanation, Explanation, Story Story .,or Better or Better

No Story a Little/No

Story

0 1 2

1970 13.0* 17,8* -18,5* -11.0*

1974 6.4* 18,5* -13,5*

1979 4.6* 5.7 -6,2 -3,5

1970-79 -8,4* -12,1 12,3 7.5*

.:,-

1970 2.4 8.6 -2,7 76,5'

1974 2,8 -1A -9,2* 19.1

,.1.979 .0,5 i4-.4'. 4,3 ' 0,9 \.

1970-79 -2,8 13,0 7,0 7.5

1970 -2,5* 12.9* 6,1 8,4*

1974 -3.6* -4,2 2,1 5,3

1979 -2.5* .3.3 1A, 4.6

1970-79 0,0 9..5 -4.7 -3,7

1970 8,1* 19.3* -15.7*

1974 5.9w 10.5* -7,2* .8.2

1979 4.6* 9,8* -10,5* -3.2

1970-79 .3,5 -9,5* 5,2 6.8*

1970 -3.1* -5,7 5,2* 3,0*

1974 -1,7* 1,9* 2,2*

'1979 -1.9* -35* ,4,3* 1,2*

1970 -79 ,'1.1 1.9 -0,9 .1.8*

'Statistically significant at the .05 level.

1,NifercentageS may not total due to rounding error

ese population groups represent about onethird of the sample.
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1.3*

0.1

-0,6*

0.7

2,3&4 3&4

-30,7* 12;3*

-24,9* -11.4*

-10,3 -4,1 ,

20,5* 8.2*

-1,7* -11 0 -8,2*

'1;4* 1,5 7,7

-0,3 4,9 0,6

1*
.

1 15,8* 8,8*-
\

0.9 1 15,4* 9,3*

0,4 \ 7.8' 5,7'

-0,1 \ 5.9 4,5

-1,0 -9.5_ ..---kr

-1,6* -27,4* -11,7*

-1.0* -16,4* -9.2*

-0,6* -14,3* ,8*
1.0* 13,1* 7,8"

0,6* 8,7* 3,5'

0.2 4,2* 2.3"

0.2* 5,7* 1,4*

-0,3* -,0* -2,1*



Nation (%)

Region

Southeast

We t'

Central

Northeast ,

Sex

Male

TABLE C-2, Group Differences From National Percentages, "Fireflies" Exercise
Cohesion Scores, 1970,!1974; 1979 ,

Year Nonrateable

0

Inadequate Attempts at

-Cohesion

2

Cohesion

3

Cohesion and

Coherence

4

Competer

or Bette'

HA

1570 5,4 29.1 .. 43,1 20,3 2,0 22.3
1F,74 4,3 24.8 45.4 23,8 1.7 25,5
(979 ' 3.3 28.8 46.0 20.9' 1.0 21.91970-79 -2,0 -0.3 2.9 0,5 -1.0* -0.5

1970 7,4* 1.9 -2'.0 -7.2* -0.1 -7,3*
1974 3.0* 5.2* -0.8 -6,7* . -0.6 -7.3*
1979 1.0 2.6 -1.5 -1.7 -0.5 -2.21970-79 -6.3* 0,7 0.5 5.5 -0,4 5,1

1970 ' -1,6 4.9 . -4,2 0,3 0,7 1.0
1974 ' -0.2 0.1 1.2 -0,7 -0.4 -1.1
1979 0.1 4.5 -3.8 -1.1 0,3 '-0.71970-79 1,7 -0.4 0,4 -1.3 -0.4 -1.8

f. ,

1970 :1.7* -0.7 4,9*,-.'' -1,8 -0,7 -2,5
1974 0.2 1.1 -2.2 0.8 0.2 1.0

,. 1979 -0.7 -1,0 . 0,5 .1.6 -0.3 1.31970-79 1.0 -0.3 , -4.4 3.4 0.3 , 3,7,
'c

1970 -1.5* -5.3* -0.3 6,9* 0.1 7.1*
1974 -2.2* -5,0* 1,8 . 4.8* 0,6 5.4*
1979 -0.5 c -5.9* 4,7* 1,3 0.4 1.7

1970-79' 1.0 -0.6 5,0 -5.6 0.3 , -5.4

1970 2.0* 1,2 -0,4 -2,4 -4,4, .8
1974 1.7* 1.5 (1.3 -31* -0,5* -3.6*
1979 1.5* 4.1* -1.7 -3.3* -0.6* -3.9*1970-79 -0,4 2,8 q -1.4 -0.9 -0,1 -1.0

1 i 0



Female

Race

White

Black

Parental education

Not grad, high school ,

Grad, high school

P st high.school

TABLE C2 - Continued.

Year

1970

1974

1979

1970-79

Nonrateable

-2,1*

-I.5*

-1.5*

0,4

Inadequate

-1,3

-1,4

,3*
-3,0

1970. -2,5* -3,7*

1974 -0.9* -2.9*

1979 -0.9* -2,1*

1970-79! : ' lir 1,7

1970 12,5* 15,9*

1974 5.3 15,1*

1979 2.9., 7,8*

1970-79 -9.7* -8,2*

1970 2,7* 3.6

1974 2,1 0.7

1979 6,8* 13,8*

1970-79 4.1 10,2

197Q -1.4 -1.4

1974 -1,3 0.9

1979 -1,1 -0,2

1970-79 , 0,3 1.2

1970 -2.7* -5,2*

1974 19 -6.6*

1979 1 0" -6.0*

1970-79 1,7 -0,8

Attempts at Cohesion Cohesion and Competent

Cohesion Coherence or Better

2 3 4 3&4

0,4 2,5 0,5 2.9

-0.3 2.8* 0.5* 3,3*

1.8 3.5* 0.6*, 4,0*

1,4 1.0 0,1 1.1

3.0* 2,8* 0.5* 3,2*

0.7 2,8* 0.4* 3,2*

45 1,6* -0,1 1,5*

-i.5 -1,1 -0,6* -1,7*

-14,1* -12,4* 1,9* -14,4*

-5,3* -13,7* -1,4* -15.1*

,5 -7,4* 0.2 -7,2*

10,7* 51 2,14' 7'2*

1,1 -6,6* -0,7 -7,3*

-0,3 -1.9 -0.6 -2,5

-11,8* 4.9* 1,0* -8,8*

12.9* 1,3 -0.3 -1,5

1i1

0.8 3.8

-1,0 ay 1.0'

-0,6 1,7

0,3 -2,1

(0,2 3,6

,0,4 1,4

0.2

0.3

1.8

-1.8

2,0 4,5* 1.4 5,9

3.8 3.5* 0.2 3,77

2.8 3.7* \ 0.4 4,1

0.8
4

-0:7 -1.0' -1.8



Year

Type of community#

Disadvantaged urban 1970

1974

1979

1970-79

Rural 1970

1974

1979

1970-79

'Advantaged urban 1970'

1974

1979

1970-79

Grade c,,

3 1970'

1974

1979

1970-79

4" 1970

1974

1979

1970-79

Nourateable

0

TABLE C-2 - Continued.

Inadequate Attempts at

Cohesion

1 2

Cohesion

3

Cohesion and

Coherence

4

Competent

or Better

3&4

13.0* 20,6* -17.0* -15.2* .1,4* -16.6*
6,4* 19.8* -9.6 -16.3* -0.1 .16.5*
4.6* 15.0* -12.5* -6,0 -1.0* -7.0

-8.4* 5.6 4.4. 9,2 0,4 9,6

2.4* 7.8 2,5 .10,9* -1.7* -12.7*
2,8 -2.0 -6.2 6.7 .1,4* 5.3
0.5 -0.7 -0.8 2.6 .0.6 2.0
-2.8 -8.6 .2 13,5* 1,2* 14.7*

-2.5* -9.1* 4.0 6.9* 0,8 7.7*
.3.6* -4,4* 0.1 7.4* 0.4 7.8*
-2.5* -5.7 0,3 7.4* 0.5 7.9*
0.0 3.5 -3.6 0.5 -0.4 0.1

8.1* 13.6* .8.4* -113 -1.7* -13.3*
`5,9* 13,1* 7.0* -11,0 -1.1* .12.1*

4.6* 10,1* -4.8' 8.9* 1.0* -9.94
-3,5 3.6 3.6 2.8 0.7 3.5

-3.1* -4.3* 32* 3,6* 0.6* 4-.2-
,,.1.7*, 3.5* ,.4 19* 3,0* 0.2 3.2*
-1,9' .4.1* 2:4* 3.3* ''0.3*

3.6'
1 .. 1 0.3 -0.8 :0.3 .0.2 .0.5

Itatiititally significant at the .05 level,

1 Percentages may notlotal due to rounding error.

#These population groups represent about one-third of the sample.



Nation NI

Region

Southeast

Central

Northeast

Sex

Male

Female

. TABLE C-3. Group Differences From Nati nal Percentages, "Goldfish" Exercise

Year

Primary Trait Scores, 1 4,1979".

(
NonrateablW Little Some Detail!. Elaborated

About Thing Thing

Unified

Detailed

Thing

Marginal

or Better

Competent

or Better

0 1 2 3 4 2,3&4 3&4

1974 4.6 58.5 23,5 11.8 1.5 36.9 13.4

1979 3.1 56.8 26.4 12.5 1.2 40.1 133

1974-79 -1,5 -1.7 2.9 0.7 -0.4 3.3 0.3

1974 4 1* .1.4 -4.0* 1.2 0.2 -2.6 1.3

1979 1.5 1.9 -3.1 0.0 -0.3 -3,4 .0.3

1974-79 -2,4 3.3 0.9 -1.2 -0.5 -0,8 .1,7

1974 -0.4 -0.3 4.0* -2,1 -1.1* 0,7 .3,3*

1979 -0.5 7.2* .4.8* '.1,4 ,0,5 .6,7* -1,9

1974-19 -0.1 7.5* .8,8* 0.7 0,7 -7.4 1,4

1974 0,0 -0.1 -0,8 1.2 -0,3 0.1. 0,9

1979 -0.6 -7.6* 7.6* 0.0 0.6 8.2* 0.6'

1974-79 -0.6 .7,5* . .8,4* -1.2 0.9 8,1* -0.3

1974 -2.8 *' ,,. 1.3 0.8 -0.3 0.9*
,,

1,4 0.6

1979 0.0 -1.3 -0.5 1.7 0,1 1,3 1,8'

1974-79 2 7* -2,6 -1,3 2.0 -0.8 .0;1 1.2

1974 2,5* 2,6* -1.7 -2.6* -0,8* -51* -3,4*

1979 1.6* 1.9 0,3 -3,2* -0,6* -3.6* -3,9*

1974-79 -0,8 .0.6 1.9 -0,6 0,2 1.5 -0.4

1974 -2:5* -2.6* 1.7 2.6* 0,8* 5.1* 3,4 I

1979 -1.9k .2.2 -0.3 3.7* 0.7* 4.1* 4,4*

1974-79 0.7 0.4 ' -2.0 1.0 -0.1 .1,0 0.9

3
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Race

White

Black

Parental education

Not grad. high school

Grad, high school

Post high school

'Type of community#

Disadvantaged urban

Rural

,Advantaged urban,.

Year

kl

N on rateable

TABLE C3 - Continued.

Little Some Details

About Thing
E I aboratad

Thing

Unified

Detailed

Thinl

Marginal

or Better

0 1 2 3 4 2,3814

1974 -1.4* -1.2* 1.3* 1.2* 0,1 2.6*
1979 -0.9* -3.2* 2,7* 1.5* 0.0 4.1*

1974-79 0.5 -2,0* 1.4 0.2 -0.1 1.5

1974 8,14 5.3 -7.9* -4.9* -0,6 13.4*
1979 17* 16.0* -11,2* -8,2* -0,3 .19.7*

1974-79 -4.4 10,7* -3,3 -3.3 0.3 -6.3

1974 4.7* 0,8 -1.7 -42* 0.4 -5.5
1979 2.8 4:1 -52 '-0.6 -1.2* -7.0

1974-79 -1.8 3.3 -3A 3.6 -1.6 , 1.4

1974 -0.6 -0.8 0.4 1.8 -0.8* 1.4
1979 T0.2. -2.8 -0.6 3.4* 0.3 3.1

1974-79 . 0,2 -2.0. -1.0 , 1.7 , 1.1 1.7

1974 -2.1 -2.3 1.0 ''' 2.0 1.4* 4A*
1979. -0.5 -6.7* ' 5.0* 1.3 0.9 7.3*

1974-z79 1.6
'

-4.5 4.0 -0.7 -0.4 2.9

2

,
1974 5.1* 2.4 -2.1 -9.3* -1.1* -12.5*
1979 1.9 16.1* .8.5* . -A* -0.1 -18.0*

1974-79 -3.2 8.7 -6A -0.1 ..: 1.0 , -5.5
,

1974 0.2 1.4 -1.0 '-0.5 -0.1 21.6
1979 1.2 , 4.8 1.1 -7.7* 0.6 -6,0

1974,49 1.1 3.4 2,1 -7.2 0,7- 4,4 ,

,

1974. -2.9* .7.2* 3.7 5.5* , 0,9 10.1*
1979 0,7 -15.6* 0,9 11.0 .3.0 14.9*

1974-79 3.5 -8.3 - -2.8 5.5 2,1 4.8

Competent

or Better

3&4

-5.5*

'45'
-3.0.

-3,8*,

-1.8

2,0

1.0

17*'
2.8

3A,
2,3

-1.1,

-10,4*

-9.5*

0:9



Grade

3

TABLE C3 Continued,

Year Nonrateabie Little Some De ails Elaborated Unified Marginal Competent

Thing Detailed or Better or Better

Thing

2 3 4 2,3&4 3&4

, \
1974 6,1* 9,5* -.7,5* '-6,5* 1,5* 15,e -81*

1979 2.2* 9,5* -3,7 -7,1* -0,9* -11,7* O*
1974-79 -3,9* 0,0 3.8 -0.5 0,7 4,0 0,1

About Thing

1974 -2.4* -2,4* 2,4* 2,1* 0.4* 4,9* 2,5*

1979 .1,2* -3,1* 1,4* 2.6* 0,2 4,3* . 2.9*.

1974-79 1.2* ' -0,6 -1,0 1,0.5 -0.2 -0,6 0.4

*Statistically Significanpt.the .05 level.

`Percentages may not tdial due to rounding error,

#These population grOUpi represent about one-third of the sample;



Nation (%)

Region

Southeast

West'

Central

Northeast

-

Sex

Male

Female

Race

White

TABLE C-4. Group Differences From National Percentages, "Puppy Letter" Exercise

Primary Trait Scores, 1974, 1979"\i

Year Nonrateabla No Appeals Some Appeals Good Appeals Unified Marginal Competent

Letter or Fetter or Better
0

1974 9.3

1979 6.3

1974-79' -3.0*

1974 6.3*

1979 4.1

1974-79 -2,2

1974 -2.5*

.1979 -1.9

1974-79 0.6

1974 -2,9*

1979 -1,0

1974-79 1,8

1974 -0,2

1979 -1.7
W

,
1974 -79 -1,5

1974 2.8*

1979 2;3*

1974-79 -0,5

1974 ',),7*

1979

1974 -79

-2A*

.0j.

1974 -2.1*

1979 -1.9*

1974-79 0.2

1

31.0

32.1.

1.0

1.6

2.5

0.9

5.1*

0.9

-4.2

2.9

-0.2

-3,2

-0.4*

-3,7,

4,8

3.2*

5.2*

2.0

-3.1*

-5A*

-2.3

-2.3*

-2.3*

-0.1

2 3 4 2,3&4

44.2 12,9 2.6 59.7

46.1 13.4 2,2 613 ),
1.9 0.4 -0.3 2.0

-4.3 -2.1 -1.5* -7.9*

-4.5 -1.9 -0.3 -6.6*

-0.2 0.2 1.2 1,2

-1.9.. -0.8 0.1 -2.6

-0.1 1.3 -0.3 1.0

1.8 2.1 -0,4 3.6

2.6 -2.2 -0.4 0.0

3.5 -1.4 -0.7 1.3

0.9 0.8 0, -0.3 1.3

2.6 4.5* 1.5 v .43.6*

1.6 2.3 , 1,4 5.3

-1.1 -2.2 -0.1 -3.3

-2,7* -2,2* , ' ' -1.1' .6.0*

-3:1* -3.1* .1.3* '-7.5*

-OA -0.9 -0.2. 1,5_,

2.6* .: 2.1* 1.1 5,8*
3.3* _ 3.2* 1.4* 7.8*

0,6 1.1 0.3 2.0

2.7* 1.4* 0.3* 4.4*

2.4* 1.5* 0.3 4.2*

-0.2 , 0.2 -0.1 if , -0.2

116

3&4

15.5

15.6

0.1

-3.6

-2,2

1.4

-0.7

1.1

1.7

-:2.6

-2.1

0.5

6.0*

33

-2.3

3.2*

4:6*

.1.4

.1.7

1,8*

U.1



Black

Year

1974

1979

1974-79

Parental,education

Not grad, high school 1974

1979

1974-79

Grad. high school 1974

1979

1974-79

Post high school 1974

1979

1974-79

Type of community#

Disadvantaged urban .4974

_j 1979

1974-79

Rural 1974

1979

1974479

Advantaged urban 1974

1979

1974-79

1974'

1979

1974-79

'FABLE C 4 - Continued.

Nonrateable

0

12.3*

9.2*

-3.2

No Appeals

1

8.3*

11.9*

3.7

Some Appeals

2

-11.2*

-12.9*

-1,7

Good Appeals

3

-7.6*

-6.6*

1.0' ,

Unified

Letter

4

-1.9*

-1.6*

0.2

4.2 5.3 -8.0* -0,9 -0.7

8.6* 10.5* -9.3* -7.6* -2,2*

4.4 5.2 -1.3 -6.7* -1,5

-0.7 r -0,7' 1.6 -0,5 '0.4

-0.6 -2.6 4.4* .1.1 0.0

0.1 -1.9 2.8 -0.6 2 -OA

'-3.4* -8.1* 5.9* 5,0* 0,3

-3.7* ,-3.7* . OS : 6,0* 0.6

-0.3 4A* -5.0* -, 0.9 0.0

14.0* 8.2* 4.4* -6.1* -1.7*

7.9* 11.3* -10.6* -7.1* -1.5*

-6.2 3.1

c.

-3:9 -1.0 0.2

5.7 4.9* -7.2* -3:2 -0.3

6.9* 5.8 , -5.2 .-6.4* 1.1

1.1 0.9 2.0 -3,2 -0.8

-7.9* -9.4* 10.4k 5.3* 1.5

-6 2* -10.8! 7,9 8.2 0.9

1,7' .71.4. :.2.6 2.9 -0,7

9.5 8.1% -6.7* -1.9*

6.6* 8.8* -8.2* -5,9ti -1.2*

,.-2.9* 0.7 0.7 OS 0,7

Marginal Competen

or Better or Better

2,3&4 3&4

-20.6* -9,4*

-21.1* -8.2*

-0.5 1.2

-9,5* -1.6

-19.1* -9.8

9.6 -8,2

1.5 ,'
. -0.1

3.2 -1.1

1.8 -1.0

11,5* .7*
7.4* 6:6*

:4.1* , 0;9

-22.3* -7.8

-19.2* -8.6

3.1 , -0.8 .

-10.6* -3.4

-12,7* -7,5

-2,0 -4.0-

,,

17.3* 6.B*

17.0* .9.1.

-0.3 21'

-17.6* -8,7

-15.4* -7,1

2,2 1,5



TABLE C Continued,

Year Nonrateable No Appeals Some Appeals Good Appeals Unified Marginal Competent
0

Letter or Better or Better
0 1 2 3 4 2,3&4 3&4

1914 -3.7* -2,3* 3.1* 22' 0.7* 6.0* 2,9*
1979 -3.3* 3.4* 3.9* 2,4* 0.5* 6,7* 2.8"

1974-79 0.4 -1.1 0.8 0.2 0.2 0,7 -01

'Statistically significant at the ,05 level,

'.; Percentages may not total due to rounding error.

#These population groups represent about one-third of the sample.

11R

1,0



Nation (ij

Region

Southeast

West

Central,

Northeast

Sex

Male

Female

Race

White

Black

Parental education

Not grad. high schciol

Grad, high school

Post high school

,Type of community#

Disadvantaged Urban

Rural : '.

.Advantaged.u.rban

Grade

3

4

TABLE C-5. Group Differences From National Percentages, "Poster Calendar" Exercise

Primary Trait Scores, 1979N

Nonrateable Incomplete No Choke Successful Marginal

or Better

0 1 2 3 2&3

8.3 39,3 3.4 48.9 52.3,

,

3.9* 3.2 -1.1 -6.1 -7.2

-2,4* 0.9 .0.4 \ 1.1 1.5

-1.3 0.7 0,2 0.5 0.7

.0.5 -5.5 (H.\ 5,4 6.0

2,5* 4,9* -7.6* -7A*

-2.6* -5.1* 413 8,0* 7,7*

-2.5* -3.6* 0:1 6,0* 6.1*

14,4* 15,3* -0.9 -28,8* -29.7*

.

13.8 7.5 2,2 23.6* -21.4*

.. 'I. .3
y

0.9 ,-1.0 1..3 . O A

-3,5* .6.5* 0.9 9.1* 10,0*

.

6,8* , f .15.2* . 0.1 -22.2* -22)*

6,9* 6.9* -1,3 _42.4* 13.8*

-6.2* .11,2 0.0 17.4* 17,4*

9.0* 7,5*- 0.1 -16.7* -16.6

-4.4* -2.6* 0.1 7.1

*Statistically significant. at the .05 level.

?ti Percentages may not total due to rounding error.

` #Thesepopulation groups represent about one-third of the sample.

.f;



APPENDIX D

ERROR FREQUENCIES FOR GOOD AND POOR PAPERS
AND SELECTED GROUPS

The tables in this Appendix display error fre-
quencies for papers defined as good or poor by
their primary trait, holistic and cohesion scores (3
and 4= good, 1 and 2 = poor). In addition, error
frequencies appear for males, females, blacks and,
whites. Sample sizes were too small to permit
analysis of error frequencies for other reporting
groups. The column of figures under "average
number" presents the average number of errors

are

per paper. The column under "average percent"
presents the average percentage of errors per
paper. When the error is a sentence level error
for example, awkward or agreementthe
`percentage represents the average percentage of
sentences .per paper containing that error.. When
the error is a word level eiror. (for example,
spelling), the percentage represents average per-
centage of misspelled words per paper.

S

4

kr

0.;

n.



lentence fragments

Rini-on sentences

'Awkward sentences

TABLE D-1. Average Frequency and Changes in Average Frequency of Errors

in Good and Poor Narrative Papers, Age 9, 1970, 1979t

'= Faulty parallelism
.

,,Inclear pronoun referehce

!Illogical conitruct'ions

'',. Other dysfunctional constructions

c,

Capitalization errors , ,1

Misspelled words

Word- ,choice errors

;Sentences with agreement errors

total punctuation errors

.Comma errors
'.

.,indmark errors .

"Fireflies"

Good Papers

PT' 3 &4

Avg, # Avg. %

0.1 1.2

0.8 14.9

1.2 19.4

0.2 4,0

0.0 1.7

0.1 2.3

0.8 11.3

0.4 --

5.7 6.1

0.6 0.6

0.3 4.8

3.8 --

1.7 --

0.5. 8.3

.1970

. Poor Papers'

PT 1tI2

Avg. 1 Avg. %

0.2 4.1

0.3 14.2

'0.0 28.9

0.1 3.6

0.1 1.4

0.1 2.3

0.6 21.7

0.3 --

.3.3 11.1

0.3 1,2

0.2 6.3

1.3 --

0,4 --

0.4 18.4

1979

. Good Papers

PT 3 &4

Avg. # Avg, %

0.5 4.3

1.0 18.3

1.3 20.3

0:2 2.8

0.1 2.6

0.0 .0.2

1.0 14.7

1.3

6.9. 6.1

0.7 0.6

0.2 3,4

6.6 ..--

3,3 --

0.7 10.4

Poor Papers

PTolta

Avg: # Ayg. %

0.3 6.3

0.3 13.4

0.8 28.6

0.1 3.8 -'

0.0 0.7

0.0 0.7

0.6 23.4

0.5 --

4.0 11.2

0.3 0.8

, 0.2. 8.8:

1.5 --

0.4 --

0.4 14.4

Change 1970-79

Good Papers Poor Papers

PT 344 PT

Avg. # Avg. % Avg. # Avg.

.0.3 3,1 0.1* 2.2*

0.2 3.4 0.0 70,9'

.0.1 0.9 -0.1 -0,3:

-0.1 -1.3 -0.0 0.2,,

0.1 0.9 -0.0* -0.7.

-0.1* -2.2* -0.1* -1.6*

0.3 3.4 0.1 1.8

0.8* 0.2

1.2 -0:1 0.8* '',0.1:'

0.1 -0.1 -0.0 ': O.A*

-OA -1.4 0.0 2,E,

2.9* 0.2

1.6, 0.0 ,--

0.2 2.1 -0.0 -4,0 ..

Number of respondents 556 5Q6

"Kangama'

1970 '." 1979. Change 1970-79 .

Good Papers Poor Papers ' Good Papers Poor Papers u Good Papers Poor Papers

Holistic 3 &4 Holistic ft(2 Holistic 3&4 Holistic 1&2 Holistic 3&4 Holistic 32'

.Avg. # Avg. % Avg. f. Avg: % Avg. # Avg. ,% Avg. # Avg.'% Avg. # Avg. %- Avg. # Avgj

Sentence fragments.

Runon sentences

Awkward sentences

errors

Misspelled words ,

Word- choice errors ,

:Sentences with.agreement errors

T,Total punctuation errors

Comma. errors

''Endmark errors

0.2

0.5 .

,.' 0.86.

0.6:
, 3.8

-0.5

0.5

1,4

0.7

, 0.3

3.6

17.3

21.1

--
6.5

0.7

10.4

--

8.4

,

,

,

0.4

0.2,

0.6

0.6

3:3

0.4

.0.3

0.6

0.2

0i4

9.5

11.9

27.1

..

10.4

1.1

13.2

7-

18.3

0.3

.0.6

. 0.7

'''.0.4

3.9

0.4

0.3

1.5

0.9

0.3

3.6

14.2

15.5

-=

5.2

0.5

715

--

..

7.2

0.4

0.4

0.7

0.9

4,6

0&
0.4

1.0

0.2

0.5

10.4

15.0

21.9---

--
12.8

1.2

10.9

....

--

22.0 r

Number of respondents . 184 494,

,

0.1 -0.0 0.1 1.0

0.0, -3.1 0.1* 3.1

-0.1 -5.7 0.0 -5.2

'0.3*-0.1, -- ,

0.2 -1.2* 1.4*

-0,1 -0.2 . 0.0

-0.1 -3.0 0.1

0.1 , 0.0

-0.0 -1.2 0.1*

.

4,5taiisticatly significant at the .05 level.
,. <,

Oligurea may not total 6e'to rolinding error.
$

f21

23*
0.1

-2.3



TABLE 0-2. Average Frequency and Changes in Average Frequency Of Errors in
Narrative Papers for Good and Poor Levels of Cohesion, Age 9, 3S70, 1979t

.

"Fireflies"

1970 1979
Good Papers Poor Papers Good Papers Poor Papers.
Cohesion 3 &4 Cohesion 1 &2 ',Cohesion 364 Cohesion 162Avg.# Avg. % Avg. # Avg. .% Avg. #,'Avg. % Avg. # Avg. %..

Change 1970-79
Good Papers Poor PaPerS
Cohesion 3 &4 Cohesion'162':;

Avg. 4 Avg. %' Avg. # Avg.
Sentence fragments 0.2 2.8 '" 0.2 3.8 0.3 4.3 0.3 6.6 -0.1 1.5 0.1* 2:7*Runonfsentences
&Award sentences1
Faulty parallelism

0.5

0.9
0.2

11.1

16.5
2.4

0.3
0.9
0.1

15.5

30.9
4.2

0.6
0.9
0.1

16.1

20.0
2.7

0.3 13.2

0.8 30.0
0.1 4.0

0.1
. 0.0

-0.0

'5.0

3.5
0.3

-0.0

'-0.0Unclear pronoun reference 0.0 1'.6 0.1 1.4 .. 0..1. 0.0 0.7 0.0 -0.2 -0.0*' ..-,)'`Illogical constructions 0.1 21 0.1 2.3 0.0
,1A
0.2 0.0 0.8 4.1* -1.S*'Other dysfunctional constructions 0.6 10.4 0.6 '23.0 0.7 15.8 0.7:,.; 24.5 0.1 5.3'' 0.1 1,5LCipitalization errors 0.3 -- 0.3 -7 0.7 : -- 0.5 -- 10.4*11issOelled words 4.3. -5.6 3.5 11.8 '5.0 6.4 4.1 ..,..,.12.0. 0.8 0.8 0.6 0:1'liord-chOice errors 0.4 0.6 0:4 1.3 0.5 :0.6 0.3 '. 0.8 0.1 0,0 -0:0 -0.5*-Sentences with agreement errors 0.2 3.6 '0.2 6.8 0.2 7.4 0.2 8.6 '0.0. 1 3.8 0.0 1.8 -'Total punctuation errors 2.9 1.3 -- /4.0 -- 1.4 -...:, 1.1 0.1 -7.: COmMa errors 1.6 0.S -- '1.9. --. 0.4 ...t: 0.4 0:0Endmark errors 0.4 10.2 0.4 18.7 - ,.0.4 6.8: 0.4 .16.0 0.0 -3.5

Igumber of respondentS:

Vizatigtica//y significant at the .05 level.
hfig:Oes may not total due to rounding error.

118 438 117 479



TABLE D-S. Average FrOuency.and Average Changes in Frequency pf Errors in Two

Narrative Pipers for Selected Groups, Age 9, 1970, 1974, 19791

AVg. % sentence fragments

11tvg..% run-on sentences'

1Avg. % awkward sentences

3.'Avg, % faulty parallelism

kg. % unclear pronoun reference

'Avg. % illogical constructions
';',. Avg % other dysfunctional

.....-,-

iconstructions

.,1Avg. # capitalization errors

'Avg: % misspelled words.,

'AVg. % word-choice errors

:Avg; % sentences with agreement errors

°Avg, # total punctuation errors

: Avg. # coma errors

Avg. # endmark errors

Number of respondents

vg: % sentence fragments

% run-on sentences

c,Avg..% awkward sentences

tAy9. # capitalization errors
'Avg,-.% misspelled words

word-choiccerrors

pvg,;% sentences with agreement errors

Oyg:, I total punctuation errors
1 coma errors

Avg.: endmark .errors

umber of respondents

Otatistically significant at the..05.loel.

Oligures may not total due. to rounding error.

1979

Male Female

9

.1 1970.79

Male Female

Change Change

White

"Fireflies",

1979 .,

Black

1970.79

whi'.!

Ch le
..

Black.

Change

7.5 4,7 ..? 3.9* 1.2 6.1 5.2 2,9* -0.9
12,3 15,3' -1,8 0.7 12.9 18.5 -1.4 -0,8
29,8 25,9 4.9 -3,1 25,2 44,7 0,9 1,5,

- 3.9 3.4 0.06 -0.1 3.5 4.9 -0.0 0.6

0.6 1.2 -0,7 -0.5 0.7 2.0 -0.9 0,5

1.2 0.1 -0.8 -2.4' 0.7 0.4 .1.2 -4,7*

'24,1 21,2 6.4 -0.2 20.2 37.5 3.0 5.0.
0,5 0,6 0.2 0,3* 0,51. 0.5 0.3* -0,1

12,3 9,3, 0,7 0,3 10.7 10,0 1.1 -2.2
0.8 0.8 -0.4 -0,3 0,6 1.4 -0.2 -0.9
7,4 9,3 0.4 4.1* 6.1 18.6 1.3 1,4

1.4 2,5 -0.4 0,8* 1.8 2,7 0.0 '0,8
) 0.4 c).0

0,4 0.5 -0,2* 0,2 0.3 '0.9 -0.0 4.0

259 297 357 156

"Kangaroo"

10,0 4.4 ' 2.7 -2.1
13.2 15.8, -2,7 3.3'
19.6 17.9 -7,6* -3.7

0,5 0.8 , 0,0 0.1

10.3 7.9 0.8 0.2

0.9 0.8 0.0 -0,1
6.9 11.1 ;

"
-1,7

0.9. 1.5 0.0 0,5*
0,4 0.7 0.1.;;' 0.1

0.4 0.5 -0,0 0.1'

'202 182
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